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Abstract: We investigate the following classes of equational theories which are important in 
unification theory: permutative, finite, Noetherian, simple, almost collapse free, collapse free, 
regular, and O-free theories. We show some relationships between the particular classes and their 
connections tothe unification hierarchy. Especially, we study conditions, under which minimal and 
complete sets of unifiers always exist. 
We have some undecidability results for the membership problem of equational theories to these 
classes (the 'class problem'): simplicity, almost collapse freeness, and ~-freeness are undecidable 
properties. Finiteness is known to be also undecidable, and the other investigated properties, 
permutativity, regularity, and collapse freeness, are known to be trivially decidable. 
We give an equational theory where every single equation has a minimal set of unifiers, however, 
for some systems of equations no minimal set of unifiers exists. This example suggests hat he 
definition of a unification problem has to be modified and that he definitions of the unification 
types have to be adapted accordingly. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
Unif ication theory is concerned with problems of the following kind: Given two terms 
built f rom function symbols, constants, and variables, do there exist terms that can be 
substituted for the variables uch that the two terms thus obtained become qual? This 
'unification' of terms is the fundamental operation in the resolution calculus for first order 
predicate logic. In his famous paper on the resolution principle for a machine-oriented 
logic, J.A. Robinson (1965) gave an algorithm to compute a substitution that unifies two 
terms and he proved that this returned unifier is most general (or is an mgu for short), 
meaning that all other substitutions unifying the two terms can be computed from that 
substitution by further instantiation of  variables; see also (Robinson, 1971; Boyer & 
Moore,  1972; Huet, 1976; Baxter, 1977; Paterson & Wegman, 1978; Martelli & 
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Montanari, 1982). From an algebraic point of view unification is solving equations and an 
mgu is a generator for the set of all solutions. 
Equational unification extends Robinson's syntactical unification to solving 
equations in equationally defined theories (Plotkin, 1972). In this case there may no 
longer exist single mgu's, instead we need the concept of representative s ts or even 
better minimal representative sets (i.e., bases) of solutions. Depending on the equational 
theory there are finite or infinite bases and in some cases bases do not even exist. The 
equational theories can therefore be divided into unitary, finitary, and infinita~3r theories 
and the class of nullary theories. This classification isknown as the unification hierarchy 
(Siekmann, 1975, 1988). Solving a single equation is a special case of solving equation 
systems. If there is at least one 'free' binary function symbol, the two problems are 
equivalent in the sense that one can always construct a single equation with exactly the 
same solution set as the equation system that has to be solved. However, we give an 
example for an equational theory, where bases always exist for a single equation, while 
this is not necessarily the case for equation systems. This counterexample to an 
assumption that most people working in this topic took for granted was the reason, why 
we redefined standard concepts of unification theory in terms of equation systems. It also 
motivated us to collect and to verify some other widely held assumptions in this area, for 
instance about free (or interpreted) function symbols. 
Sometimes there is interest in the restricted unification problem, whether it is 
possible to solve equations by substituting only into one side of a given equation, while 
the other side is fixed. This operation is called matching and there is an analogous 
classification, the matching hierarchy, based on the cardinality of sets of most general 
matchers. 
Research in unification theory uncovered several classes of equational theories that 
are not defined in terms of the unification theory. These classes were often introduced in
order to generalize r sults about special equational theories to a whole family of equational 
theories. For example, regular equational theories (equal terms have the same variables) 
and collapse free equational theories (non-variable terms are not equal, i.e., don't 
'colIapse' to variables) played aprominent role in the study of how to combine unification 
algorithms (Kirchner, 1985, 1986; Yelick, 1985, 1987; Herold, 1986, 1987; Tiden, 
1986). Certain collapsing terms do not disturb the unification behaviour; equational 
theories that have such collapsing terms are called almost collapse free (Biirckert, 1986). 
The notion of collapse free theories can be specialized to theories without any subterm 
collapsing equations, i.e., theories where terms are not equal to any proper subterm 
(Herold, 1986). We call those theories imple since they admit a simple occurs-check as
in Robinson's case. Theories, where the converse of the congruence ondition holds, are 
caged ~-free: Equal terms tarting with the same function symbol have equal immediate 
subterms (Szabo, 1982). Certain other equational theories with finite equivalence classes 
(Lankford & Ballantyne, 1977b) have the important property that the sets of mgu's 
always exists. The class of finite theories is a subclass of the Noetherian equational 
theories, where the instance relation of substitutions i  a well-founded (or Noetherian) 
quasi-ordering. We introduce the latter one, as Noetherianness i  also a sufficient est 
criterion for the existence of sets of mgu's. An interesting subclass of finite theories is the 
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class of theories, where equal terms have the same symbols (Lankford & Ballantyne, 
1977a). This class is called permutative, asthe symbols of equal terms in such theories 
are just permuted. 
A problem is that some of the publications are not freely available and are 
sometimes written in German or in French. Hence one aim of this paper is to unify the 
terminology for the classes above, to collect some important, partly well-known results 
about hese theories, and to investigate he relationships between these theories. 
We also introduce a class of equational theories, the monadic theories, which were 
useful in finding examples and counterexamples, pecially for the problem of how the 
classes above fit into the unification or matching hierarchy. Monadic theories are also 
useful in solving (un)decidability problems, as they allow to use results known for 
monoids. We investigate decidablity of the class problem for the theories above, that is 
the problem of whether or not a given equational theory belongs to a certain class. We 
show that except for some trivially decidable cases (regularity, collapse freeness, and 
permutativity) allother class problems are undecidable. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we recall the basic definition 
and notations of unification theory: terms, substitutions, equational theories, unification 
and matching problems, and solution sets. We prove some useful properties of these 
concepts. In section 3 we define the classes of equational theories that we want to 
investigate. We show some of their properties and give characterization lemmas for them. 
Finally we investigate the relationships between these classes and how they are related to 
the unification hierarchy. Section 4 is concerned with decidability questions. Finally, in 
the conclusion we summarize our main results, together with results on the relationships 
between the investigated classes and the unification and matching hierarchy as well as the 
(un)decidability results. 
2. Basic Definitions and Notations 
2.1 TERMS AND SUBSTITUTIONS 
Unification theory rests upon algebraic notions (see e.g. Gr~ttzer, 1979; Burris & 
Sankappanavar, 1981). An algebra is a pair (A, F) where Ais  the carrier and Fis a 
family of function symbols given with their arities, such that each n-ary function 
symbol f indicates an n-ary operation fA on A. Function symbols with arity 0 are also 
called constants; they indicate elements of A. A homomorphism is a mapping (p: 
(A, F) ~ (B, F) between algebras, such that (pfA(a I ..... an) = f~((pa~ ..... (pa n) for each 
n-ary function symbolf ~ F. An endomorphism is a homomorphism of an algebra into 
itself. A congruence is an equivalence r lation ~ on an algebra (A, F), such that ai N bi 
(1 -<i _<n) impliesfa(al ..... an) ~fa(bl ..... bn) for every n-arc function symbolf~ IE. 
Given any signature of a family of function symbols Fand a set of variables X, 
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we define the set of (first order) terms T(F, X) over F and X as the least set with 
(i) X ~ T(F ,  X), (ii) if t I ..... t n E T (F ,  X) and ar i ty ( f )  = n then the string 
f(t l  ..... tn) ~ ~F ,  X). The set T:= T(F, q/) is the set of terms over Fand an enumerable 
infinite set of variables V, which is assumed to be fixed throughout this paper. Let Var(O) 
be the set of variables occurring in any syntactical object built with terms; such an object 
O is called ground if Var(O) = I~. By #(F, O) we denote the number of occurrences of a 
symbol F ~ F t~X in the syntactical object O. To every term t there is a corresponding 
(labeled) tree representation a d we use the common otion of an occurrence ~to select a 
subtree (i.e. a subterm) t/~ of t or a symbol tire] in t at occurrence r The symbol at the 
root is called top symbol. 
The algebra whose carrier is Tand whose operators are the term constructors 
corresponding to each function symbol of F i s  the (absolutely)free t rm algebra. If 
the carrier is the set of ground terms it is known as the initial algebra (Goguen et al., 
1978) or I-Ierbrand Universe (Chang & Lee, 1973). 
A substitution is an endomorphism o'-T---~ T on the free term algebra which is 
the identity almost everywhere on V(i.e. which moves at most finitely many variables) 
and hence can be represented as a finite set of variable-term pairs: 
cr = {x 1 4-- t I ..... x n ~ tn}. Therefore it can also be viewed as a homomorphism 
from the term algebra over {x I ..... xn} to the term algebra over Var(tl ..... tn). The 
restr ict ion cr/v of a substitution o" to a set of variables V is defined as Cr/vx = o'x if 
x s V and cr/vx = x else. The application of a substitution o-to a term t ~ Tis written as 
eft. Composition of substitutions i  defined as the usual composition of mappings: 
(Cro,)t = cr(vt) for t E Tand denoted by (r,. The identity on Tis denoted e ; SUB is the 
set of all substitutions on oZ. We call the finite setDOM(cr) := {x eV:  ox #x} the 
domain  of the substitution if, the finite set COD(cr) := {crx: x E DOM(cr)} the 
codomain  of a, and the set VCOD(cr)  := Var(COD(cr)) is the set of variables 
i n t roduced by o'. For technical reasons we are mostly interested in idempotent 
substitutions o-(i.e, substitutions satisfying ~ro" = o'); this property is equivalent to 
DOM(cr )  tq VCOD(cr) = 0 (Eder 1986). A substitution p is called a renaming  
substitution, iff COD(p) ~ Vand px = py implies x = y for all x, y ~ DOM(p).  The 
converse of a renaming substitution p := {X 1 4-- Yl ..... X n ~--- y ,} is defined as the 
renaming substitution pC:= {Yl ('" Xl . . . . .  Yn 6" Xn}. Notice, that for an idempotent 
renaming substitution p we have ppC = p and pCp =pC, and hence (ppC)/coo(p) = e and 
(pCp)/DOM(p) = e. We say p is a renaming of a set of variables W with new variables, 
when DOM(p) = W and COD(p) contains only variables that do not yet occur in a given 
context. 
2.2  EQUATIONAL THEORIES 
Our definitions are consistent with (McNulty, 1976; Gr~tzer, 1979; Taylor, 1979; Huet, 
1980; Huet.& Oppen, 1980; Bun'is & Sankappanavar, 1981; Buchberger, 1987). 
An equation is a pair (s, t) of terms over Fand Vusuaily denoted as s = t. Given 
a set of equations E, then an algebra (A,  F) is a model  for E, iff for every 
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homomorphism ~0: T---~ A and every equation l = r in E the terms I and r are mapped to 
the same element in 5L As usual we write E ~s = t to denote that every model for E is 
also a model for the equation s = t (s = t is an equational consequence of E). 
An equational theory (over F )  is a set E of equations, such that E~s = t, iff 
s = t is in E, i. e., E consists exactly of all its consequences. Every equational theory E 
defines a congruence on the free term algebra (E. We say s and t are E-equal, abbreviated 
by s ---z t, iff the terms s and t are in this congruence. The least equational theory 
E = E(E, F) that contains a given set of equations E is the finest congruence on the free 
term algebra that contains the pairs o'/= or, for all equations I = r in E and all substitutions 
cr (the substitution i variant congruence generated by E). The pair (E, F) or for short E, 
when the signature is clear from the context, is apresentation of the congruence '=E' or 
an axiomatization of the equational theory E(E, F), and sometimes we speak - for 
short - of the 'theory E' to denote the equational theory axiomatized by (E, F). Obviously 
the axiomatization for an equational theory is not unique. A theory that admits a finite 
axiomatization is called finitely generated (or presented). An equational theory E is 
consistent iff different variables are not .if-equal, i.e., the theory has non-trivial models. 
In the following we always require equational theories to be consistent and finitely 
generated. The equational theory with an empty axiomatization is denoted by ~, it is the 
theory of syntactical equality of terms. 
Given a fixed axiomatization (E, 9:) of an equational theory, we denote the function 
symbols of Fthat do not occur in the equations of E as free (or uninterpreted) function 
symbols (with respect o E); the other function symbols are called interpreted (with 
respect to E). The following non-trivial 1emma on free function symbols hows that they 
behave as one would expect: Terms starting with the same free function symbol are 
E-equal iff their corresponding direct subterms are .E-equal ('decomposability'); terms 
starting with different free function symbols cannot be E-equal ('clash'); a term and its 
subterrn cannot be E-equal, when all function symbols between the root of the term and 
the occurrence of its subterm are free function symbols ('no cycles'). Later we shall 
investigate classes of theories, where all function symbols are decomposable or have the 
'no cycle' property. 
LEMMA 2.2,1: Let E be any equational theory. Then: 
(i) Every free function symbol f is decomposable: 
f(s I ..... s n) =Ef(tl ..... t n) implies s i =E tl (1 --< i <_ n) 
(ii) Different free function symbols f and g clash: 
f(s~ ..... sn) ~E g(tl ..... t.~). 
(iii) A term t cannot be E-equal to a subterrn s, if all superterms 
ors in t start with free function symbols: 
t ~ t/z ift[n'] is a free function symbol for aIlprefixes ~" o fz  
Proof: A proof for this lemma is not quite trivial and is based on 'variable abstraction' and 
some 'conservative extension' argument: Given an equational theory E with free function 
symbols then s =E t i f f  s' =r t', where we get s' and t' from s and t by replacing - after 
'collapsing' s and t to minimal E-equal representatives - each of the non-variable 
subterms in the representatives that do not start with free function symbols by a new 
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variable, such that E-equal subterms are replaced by the same variable ('variable 
abstraction'); see Tiden (1986, section 3.2.1), or (Boudet et al., 1988; Schmidt-Schaug, 
1988) for more details. Now, in order to prove the lemma, we apply variable abstraction 
to the terms in the assertions of the lemma. As all three assertions hold trivially for 
syntactic equality, we are finished. It 
G. Birkhoff gave inference rules for the derivation of an equation s = t from an 
axiomatization E (abbreviated by E t--s = 0 that are equivalent to the generation rules of 
the congruence ' " =~, his well-known completeness theorem of equational logic states the 
equivalence between the model theoretic and this proof theoretic notion (Birkhoff, 1935): 
THEOREM 2.2.2.  E l=s= t i f f  E /- s = t ( iff S = E t ). 
Sometimes we shall use another but equivalent derivation system - called demodulation i
(Wos et al., 1967) - for equational logic, which is useful in induction proofs. We 
therefore define the relation 
S - -~,e ,TU t, 
i ff  there exists an equation e of the form l = r or r = I in E and a substitution o-such that t 
results f rom s by replacing the subterm s]~ of s at some occurrence ;r by o-r, i f  s]~is 
(syntactically) equal to ffl A derivation of s =Et is a finite sequence 
S = $0 - -~f f l ,e l . :g l  s1 -- 'gff2,e2,Tc2 s2 -- -e(Y3,e3,~3 ... - -~ lTn ,  en,rCnSn = t, 
where cr i e SUB,  ei ~ E, and ;r i are occurrences in si. We omit the indices cr, e, ~, 
when they are clear from the context. 
Let ~ '~ ; denote the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure o f  ~, then we have 
s =st  iff s~-~t  (McNulty, 1976). 
If the equations of an axiomatization E are only used in one direction, E is called a term 
rewrit ing system. More specifically, a term rewrit ing system is a set of directed 
equations - called rewrite rules -R  = {l s ~ r 1 ..... I n --~ rn} with Var(li) ~ Var(ri). 
The reduct ion relation ---L~ is defined as above, but with a rule l --9 r instead of an 
equation. I f  no reduction step is possible on a term, we call it irreducible, otherwise 
reducible. A term rewriting system is called canon ica l  or complete, if it is both 
Noether ian or terminating (there are no infinite reduction sequences) and conf luent  
(for two different reductions of a term t to terms p and q there is a term s that can be 
reached by redactions from both p and q). Every canonical term rewriting system R 
defines a unique normal form//s//R of a term s and yields a decision procedure for the 
corresponding E~equality: s = E tiff//s//;~ =//t//R. 
A terminating term rewriting system R can be tested to be Noetherian for instance 
by giving a well-founded partial ordering > on terms, such that I > r for all rewrite rules l 
--9 r in R. (Dershowitz 1987) gives an introduction to methods for proving term rewriting 
systems to be Noetherian. We call two different erms p and q a critical pair forR,  if  
there exist two rules l --9 r and g --~ d in R and acr ~ SUB,  such that there is an overlap 
- i.e., crg = or(liar) with some occurrence ~in l - ,  and we have that p = or and q = crl', 
where l' results from l by replacing the subterm l/~ by d. Confluence of a Noetherian term 
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rewriting system is guaranteed, when the terms of every critical pair can be reduced to the 
same term. Hence a Noetherian term rewriting system is in particular canonical, when 
there are no critical pairs at all. If the term rewriting system is Noetherian, but still not 
canonical, it sometimes can be completed to a canonical one inducing the same equational 
theory as the original system by the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure (Knuth & 
Bendix, 1970). See for example (Huet & Oppen, 1980) or (Buchberger, I987) for an 
overview on term rewriting systems. Term rewriting systems in word monoids are also 
known as Semi-Thue systems. 
We extend E-equality of terms to substitutions by 
a = E ~ iff V x ~ V: crx = ~z "cx . 
r  iff Vxe  W: ax=~z~rx 
and we say ot and ~: are E-equal (on W). 
A term t is more general than a term s (or s is a E-instance of t) 
s >_~ t iff ~ ~ e Z: s = E )~t 
and two terms s,t are called E~equivalent 
s ---E t fff s 2~ t andt 2E s. 
We write s >E t i f f  s ->E t and not s ~E t. 
These notions are again extended to substitutions by 
a>-E'C[W] iff 3Ze Z: a=E~'C  [W ] (a i san  E - ins tanceof ' conW)  
a---e'r [W] iff a >_F "c [W] and l; >_E a [W] ( a, ~ are E-equivalent on W) 
And again a> E ~[W] denotes the strict instance relation. 
The instance relations are reflexive and transitive (Huet, 1976; Fages & Huet, 1983, 
1986) or quasi-orderings. Given a set of substitutions U f fSUB a substitution ~ra e U is 
minimal in U for the E-instance relation 2 E [W] iff there is no substitution a e U, such 
that I: m >E a [IV], or equivalently, Vra >-~. cr [W] implies f; m r E or [IV] for all cr e U. 
Notice, that there may be more than one minimal element, and that they need not be 
.E-equivalent on W. 
We often drop the suffix E in these notations, if E is the empty theory, i.e., the 
theory of syntactic equality. 
2.3 UNIFICATION PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 
A finite set of equations F := {s i = ti: 1 _< i <_ n} together with a theory E is called an 
equation system or an ~uni f icat ion problem, and is denoted as 
( F )E or ( si = ti: 1 <_ i _< n )z. 
A substitution cris a solution or an E-unifier of F, iff crsi =E ati (1 _<i <-n). The set of 
all E-unlfiers of F is denoted as UE(F) or UE(s i = t i :  1 -~ i -< n). It is obviously 
recursively enumerable. As usual we are only interested in idempotent unifiers. This is 
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justified by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3.1. For every E-unifier of an equation system F there is an equivalent 
one, which is idempotent (and introduces only new variables). 
Proof: Let 8 v UE(F) be any E-unifier of Fand let p be a renaming of VCOD(8) with 
new variables. Then ~ "= (pS)/Va r 13 is obviously an idempotent E-unifier of Fwhich is - (
E-equivalent to ~on Var(F): pcs' =E 8 [Var( I-)] and pS =E 8" [Var(F)]. 9 
For a given E-unification problem (F ) f / i t  is not necessary to compute the whole 
set of unifiers, but instead smaller sets cU~(F) representing UE(F ). Such a representative 
set is called a complete set of E-unifiers of F on W = Var(F). Its elements are 
representative solutions of the equation system in the sense that each solution of the 
system is an E-instance of at least one of the representative solutions, i.e., a complete set 
cUE(F) is defined by: 
(i) cU~(F) ~ UE(F) (correctness) 
(ii) For all S e U~;(F) exist some (r ~ CUE(F) with 8>_ E cr [W] (completeness) 
Notice that complete sets of E-unifiers always exist (for instance UE(F) itself is obviously 
complete) and by the technique of Lemma 2.3.1 there always exist complete sets of 
E-unifiers that contain only idempotent substitutions (with new introduced variables). 
A set of most general E.unifiers or a minimal set of E-unifiers pUs(F) 
is a complete set, such that two (syntactically) different elements cannot be instances of 
each other (or equivalently, which is minimal in the sense that it is no longer complete 
when one of its elements i removed): 
(iii) For all or, ~rE IZUE(F): ~r~ E ~[W] implies a= ~" (minimality). 
If a set #UE(F) exists, it is unique up to the equivalence -E  [W] (Huet, 1976; Fages & 
Huet, 1983, 1986) and it can be embedded into every complete set. Hence complete sets 
contain minimal subsets provided they exist. 
LEMMA 2.3.2. Given a complete set cUE(I-) and a minimal set #U~F), then 
there exists an embedding @#U~F) ---) CUE(F), such that 
~cr) =--E ff [Var(F)] for all cr ~ #UE(F ). 
If both sets are minimal, then ~ is a bijection. 
Proof: Since cUE(F ) is a complete set of unifiers, for each cre #UE(F ) there exists a 
or' ~ cUE(I" ) with cr >-E O" [Var(F)], and by the completeness of #U~;(F) there in turn 
exists a 9 ~ #U~(F) with o" ->E ~ [Var(F)]. By the transitivity of the instance relation and 
the minimality ofl.tU~F), we have or= ~, and hence or-  E o" [Vat(F)]. Let ~(cr) := o-" 
then r is an injective mapping from/.rUE(/-') into CUE(I3 with ~(cr) w E cr[Var(1-)]. 
If in addition cUfF) is minimal, then r is a bijection. [] 
Fages & Huet (1983, 1986) were the first who showed that #UE(F ) need not exist 
in general. They gave a theory E and terms s,t such that there is no minimal set of 
E-unifiers for (s = t )~. A more natural example is the equational theory A/'(associativity 
and idempotence of a binary function symbol), or free idempotent semigroups. Baader 
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(1986) and Schmidt-Schaug (1986a) gave A/-unification problems that have no minimal 
sets of .,aU-unifiers. 
One reason for the non-existence of minimal sets of ~E-unifiers may be that the 
corresponding quasi-ordering >_~JW] on U~(F) is not well-founded. Obviously, if this 
quasi-ordering is well-founded (every strictly decreasing chain al >~z 0"2 >~;.-.[!V] in 
U~(F) is finite), a minimal subset will always exist: Just take the collection of fixed 
representatives (with respect to the equivalence r lation ~ [W]) of minimal substitutions 
in UJF). More generally, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3.3. If every decreasing chain of E-unifiers of F has a lower bound in 
U~(F), then UE(1-') has a minimal and complete subset. 
Proof." We apply Zorn's Lemma to the set U* of -=~W]-equivalence classes of UE(F) and 
the partial ordering _-2* induced by >-~W] on U*. If all decreasing chains of T.,-unifiers of 
Fhave lower bounds in U~(F), then also all decreasing chains in U* have lower bounds 
in U*. Hence there are minimal elements in U*. A set #U of fixed representatives of each 
of these minimal elements i a minimal and complete set of T_,-unifiers for I2 Obviously 
they are unifiers. For completeness let5 be any if-unifier of F. Then there is a minimal 
element a* in U* below the equivalence class S* of S : 8" _:2* o*. Hence with the 
representative o" of a* we have S _>~cr [W]. Finally, for minimality let 0., v ~/.tU with 
>-~g 0. [W], then ~ _>* a* for the corresponding equivalence classes. As they are 
minimal elements in U* we have ~* = or*, and hence the representatives must be 
identical: or= ~ 9 
Notice that the completeness and minimality definitions above carry over to subsets 
of arbitrary quasi-ordered sets and both Lemma 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 hold accordingly for 
complete and minimal subsets of quasi-ordered sets (with the adapted efinitions). 
Although sufficient, he condition of Lemma 2.3.3 is not necessary for the existence 
of minimal sets of .'E-unifiers, as the following theorem shows. 
THEOREM 2.3.4. There exists a theory ~ such that minimal sets of unifiers 
always exist, however, there are terms s,t and an infinite 
decreasing chain of substitutions cr1 >~ff2 >E... [IV] in 
UE (s = t) without a lower bound in U~. (s = t). 
The theory E with axiomatization 
E = {f1(g1(x)) = g2(fl(x)), f2(g1(x)) = g2(f2(x)), 
f~(k(x)) = f2(k(x)), gj(k(h(l(x)))) = k(h(x)) } 
has the properties stated in the theorem. A proof is given in Appendix A. 9 
Another counterexample to an assumption, which was intuitively thought o be 
correct by most people working in unification theory, is given by the next theorem that 
shows that the usual definition of complete, minimal unifier sets based only on a single 
equation is not strong enough, in the sense that it would induce a compatible definition for 
equation systems. 
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THEOREM 2.3.5. There is a theory ~ where all single term equations have 
minimal sets of fi-unifiers, but some systems of term equations 
have no minimal F_~unifier sets. 
The theory fi with axiomatization 
E = {yl(gl(x))  = g2(fl(x)), f2(gl(x)) = g2(f2(x)), 
f3(gl(x)) = g2(fdx)), A(gdx))  = g2(f4(x)), 
f l (kdx))  = A(kdx)) ,  fd 2(x)) = f4(k2(x)), 
kdh(x)) = k2(h(x)), gdk2(h(l(x)))) = k2(h(x)) 
has this property, as proved in Appendix B. 9 
Notice, however, that if there is at least one free binary function symbol, then for 
each equation system there exists a single equation with exactly the same solutions as the 
system, and in this case hence equation systems have minimal solution sets iff single 
equations have. This is an immediate consequence of decomposability of free function 
symbols (Lemma 2.2.1). 
Siekmann (1975, 1984, 1988) introduced a unification hierarchy for unification 
problems with a single equation depending on the existence and the cardinality of their 
minimal sets of unifiers. Because of Theorem 2.3.5 we define the unification hierarchy 
for systems of equations. Let fi := fi(E, 5 t') be a theory, then 
- E ~ U iff #U E (F) exists for o.ll F (E is U.based) 
- 5E~ s iff ~E~ U and/pU~(F) /<_ l fo ra l l F  (T i sun i ta ry )  
- E E U w iff E ~ q.l and/I.tUE(F)/< ~,,for all/" (fi i s f in i tary)  
- ~E ~ r iff E ~ r and fi ~ r162 (fie is inf initary) 
- E ~ q-/0 fff E r CA. (fi is nullary) 
Notice that we sometimes horten the above notions by replacing fi(E, F)with the 
presentation E, when the signature is fixed and clear from the context (for instance, when 
it contains only the interpreted function symbols with respect o E). For unitary and 
finitary theories our definition of the hierarchy based on systems of equations coincides 
with the original one based on single equations. The reason is that if every single equation 
has a finite, minimal set of unifiers then also systems must have one, as their equations 
can be solved one by a time each with finitely many most general unifiers. In the other 
cases, however, the two definitions might disagree as Theorem 2.3.5 demonstrates. 
The proof of the main result in (Book & Siekmann, 1986) implies that finitary 
theories as defined above are always unbounded. 
THEOREM 2.3.6. Given a finitary theory fi, which is not unitary, then for every 
n >_1 there is an equationsystem Fwith/12UE(I')/> n. 
If we are only interested in substituting into the variables of one side of the 
equations (one-sided unification), we call such a problem an f i .matching problem and 
we write ( s  i ~ ti: 1 _~ i ~ n )E for the problem to find a substitution a satisfying 
DOM(cr )  c V \Var  (sl,...Sn), such that s i =E crti (1 -< i -~ n). We say (t 1 ..... tn) is 
f i -matchable to (s I ..... s n) and call ty an f i -matcher  o f  (tl, . . . ,tn) to (Sl,...,Sn). 
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Notice, that the domain restriction implies that tr does not change the terms si, i.e., 
ors i = si, and hence every E-matcher is also an E-unifier of the terms. The set of all 
E-matchers of (t 1 ..... tn) to (sl ..... Sn) is denoted by Mz(s  i >> ti: ) -<" i ~ n). Again we are 
interested in finding generating sets of E-matchers. A set cME(s i >> ti: 1 -~i ~n)  is called 
a complete  set o f  E .matchers  o f  ( t l , . . . , tn )  to ( s l , . . . ,Sn)  on the set 
W = Var((si, ti): 1 _~ i -~n) of variables, iff the following conditions hold: 
(i) cM E ~ M E (correctness) 
(ii) For all 6 e M E exist some cre CME with 6 2 E cr [W] (completeness) 
A set of most general E-matchers or a minimal ,  complete set o f  E .matchers  
pMz-(s i >> ti: 1 _~ i _< n), is a complete set with 
(iii) For all or, ~ #ME(F) :  or2 E ~[W]  implies or= z (minimality). 
Notice, that we use the instance relation on all variables of the problem. Again minimal 
sets of matchers may not exist (Fages & Huet, 1983, 1986). As the E-matcher sets are 
also quasi-ordered with respect o the instance relation, Lemma 2.3.2 and Lemma 2.3.3 
also apply to them. 
Analogous to the unification hierarchy we define the classes ~ M 1, Moj, M~,, 
and M o of equational theories depending on the existence and the cardinalities of the 
minimal sets of matehers. Notice that the classes IM/and U i are not trivially related, for 
instance the theory AC1 of an associative and commutative function with unit (presented 
by {f(x, fly, z)) = f(f(x, y), z), f(x, y) = f(y, x), f(x, I)  = x}) without free constants and 
function symbols is in U 1 but not in ~ (Herold, 1987). See (Btirckert, 1988) for more 
about he relationship between the matching and unification hierarchy. 
Finally we like to point out that there is a difference between the matching relation 
and the instance relation: For example f(x)>_r x but in our definition 
Mr >> x) = r since Var(x) \Var( f (x))  = 0. This restriction is not severe: In all 
practical applications of matching we have the additional hypothesis that the two terms are 
variable disjoint and then the two definitions are equivalent. O  the other hand solving an 
'instance relation problem' can be reduced to solving the matching problem, where all 
variables of the instance terms are renamed with new variables: 
si =~z crti (1 _< i _~ n) iff cr = /zp with # s M~si  >> Pti: 1 ~ i -'~ n)}, 
where p is a renaming ofVar(s I ..... sA with new variables (cf. also Btirckert, 1988 for a 
more detailed iscussion). 
3. Some Classes of Equational Theories 
3.1 DEFINITIONS 
We start by defining some properties of equations that are then extended to equational 
theories in order to specify the classes of equational theories we want to investigate, 
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An equationp = q is called 
- permutat ion  equation iff #(F, p)  = #(F, q) for every symbol F e F t.; 
- regular  equation iff Var(p) = Var(q), 
- col lapse equation iff it has form x = t with a non-variable t and a variable x, 
- subterm col laps ing equation iff one term is a proper subterm of the other. 
A collapse equation of the form f (v  i ..... v i ..... v~) = v i (for some i with 1 _~ i _~ n) with 
pairwise different variables v1 ..... v n is called pro ject ion equat ion forf. 
An equational theory E is called 
-. permutat ive  iff every equation in E is a permutation equation: 
s =~ t implies #(F, s) = #(17, t) for each symbol F ~ F t.., V, 
- regular  iff every equation in E is regular: 
s =E t implies Var(s) = Var(t), 
- col lapse f ree  fff E does not contain any collapse quations: 
t sex  for each non-variable term t and variable x, 
- simple iff there is no equation in ~; that is subterm collapsing: 
t r s for all proper subterms s of t. 
An equational theory E is almost  collapse f ree  iff there exists a projection equation in 
E for the leading function symbol of every collapse quation in Z2 
f ( t l  ..... tn) =E X implies f (v  I ..... v i ..... Vn) =E Vl 
Notice that these definitions are based on the equational theory E itself and hence are 
independent from axiomatizations E of the theory. 
In coUapse free theories the congruence class of a variable is a singleton containing 
only this variable. In a regular theory variables cannot disappear, all terms of a 
congruence class have the same set of variables. Similar for permutative theories, here no 
symbol can disappear. In simple theories all function symbols have by definition the 
property of free function symbols that there are no cycles, however, equal function 
symbols need not to be decomposable and different function symbols need not clash. 
Examples for permutative, regular, and simple theories are associativity A (presented by 
{f(x, f (y ,  z)) = f( f(x,  y), z))} or commutativity C (presented by {f(x, y) = f (y ,  x))) .  
Idempotency I (presented by the collapse equation {f(x, x) = x)} is an example for a 
theory that is regular but neither permutative, nor collapse free, nor simple. 
An equational theory E is called 
- ( term) f in i te  iff every equivalence class of the corresponding congruence 
relation =E on the term algebra is finite, 
- Noether ian  iff every strictly descending chain of substitutions o"1 >E O'2 >~: [W] 
is finite, i.e., the strict E-instance relations >~ [W] on substitutions are well- 
founded (for all finite sets of variables W), 
- ,Q- f ree (or f ree  over  the s ignature)  iff every function symbol f ~ F. is 
decomposable: f ( s i  ..... Sn) =~.f(t i ..... t n) implies s i =~ t i for every i, 1 _ci _~ n 
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Lankford & Ballantyne (1977a) introduced permutative theories in order to extend the 
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure for commutative theories. They generalized their 
definition also to the theories we called finite, but kept the name 'permutative' (Lankford 
& Ballantyne, 1977b). They used the less general definition just for pragmatic reasons 
because no algorithm for deciding whether a theory is permutative in their more general 
definition (i.e., whether it is finite) was known. In fact, as we shall see later in section 4, 
finiteness is an undecidable property. We think that the notion 'permutafive' is more 
suitable for the less general definition, and accordingly we suggest to call the theories 
with finite congruence classes 'finite'. Examples for finite theories are again associativity 
and commutativity, while idempotency is obviously not finite. Szab6 (1982) introduced 
and investigated the class of O-free theories. He called them O-free, since he denoted 
signatures by .(2 and we will keep his notion for 'historical' reasons, In ~-free theories 
again all function symbols behave in one way as free function symbols: They are all 
decomposable; but they need not clash and there may be cycles. A trivial example for an 
~2-free theory - and also for all other classes defined above - is the equational theory 
presented by the empty axiomatization. Nontrivial examples are given later on. We 
introduced Noetherian theories, as the well-foundedness of the instance relation turned 
out to be a nice test criterion for a theory to be unification based (Lemma 2.3.3, cf. also 
Lemma 3.2.2). 
We study some problems in equational theories by transforming them into problems 
in monoids. This transformation yields a nice class of examples for equational theories 
which seem to be very useful for theoretical investigations. A regular equational theory 5E 
is called monadic  iff there exists a presentation E, such that all terms in E are built by 
unary function symbols only (hence in particular no term in E is ground); E is called a 
monadic presentation ora presentation by monadic terms. Notice that there may be further 
arbitrary function symbols in the signature, but they are free with respect o the monadie 
presentation E. We usually assume, If not stated otherwise, that there are only the unary 
function symbols occurring in the considered monadic presentation. For every monadic 
theory a subset of all terms, the set % := c1(Sr1,{x}) of monadic terms over one variable x
- i.e., those terms built by the single variable x and the unary function symbols -
becomes a monoid with neutral element x and with multiplication s , t  := {x ~-- Os. This 
monoid is isomorphic to the word monoid over the alphabet 1T2 by the following well- 
known transformation: 
Each term t := f l ( f2( . . . ( fn(x)  .. .)) of 'T/ is tranformed into the F1-string 
tM := f~f2" fn and the variable x is transformed into the the empty word 
denoted by XM. 
With this transformation a monadic axiomatization E of a monadic theory induces a 
monoid M E with generating relations M = t M for (s = t) E E. The following trivial 
lemma states the connection between !E-equality induced by a monadic theory and the 
equality '=n' in the corresponding monoid. 
LEMMA 3.1.1. Let  E = {s i = ti: 1 ~_ i _~ n} be a monadic presentation of  a 
monadic theory, let ME be the corresponding monoid with 
generating relations Si, M "" ti,M.Then: s =E t i f f s  M =M tM 
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We will use this word notation of terms built by unary function symbols and some 
variable frequently in our examples and proofs later on. 
3.2 PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERIZATIONS 
The collapse free (and also the regular) theories played an important role in investigating 
the problem of combining unification algorithms for different equational theories (over 
disjoint signatures). This has been studied in a series of papers (Kirchner, 1985, 1986; 
Yelick, 1985, 1987; Herold, 1986, 1987; Tiden, 1986), but none of these approaches 
handles the class of collapse theories, and only in (Tiden, 1986) non-regular theories are 
considered. A reason for the difficulty of incorporating collapse theories into such 
combination algorithms i the fact that in contrast to collapse free theories the congruence 
class of every variable contains (infinitely many) non-variable terms. Thus in collapse 
theories non-variable terms may behave like variables, especially they may unify with 
arbitrary terms (see Schmidt-Schaug, 1988 for a recent investigation of the general 
'disjoint' combination of unification algorithms; of. also Boudet et al., 1988). 
One possibility to get rid of some collapse axioms is described in (Btirckert, 1986), 
where k is shown that every almost collapse free theory can be transformed into a collapse 
free theory with the same unification behaviour. 
Regularity, collapse freeness and permutativity are characterized (and hence can be 
tested) by regularity, collapse freeness, and permutativity of the equations of an arbitrary 
presentation: 
LEMMA 3.2.1. (/) An equational theory E is permutative if-fall equations of an 
arbitrary presentation of E are permutation equations. 
(ii) An equational theory E is regular iff all equations of an 
arbitrary presentation ofE are regular. 
Ni) A theory E is collapse free iff there exists a presentation 
without collapse equations. 
Proof." The only-if-direction of all three parts is trivial. All proofs of the if-part are by 
induction on the length of a derivation. We only give the proof or one derivation step, the 
extension is straightforward. 
(i) Suppose s ----~o',e,z t and let I = r be the permutation equation e in the presentation 
of E. Then obviously #(F, crl) = #(F, or) for all symbols F in F ~ ~ As t differs 
from s only by a subterm with the same symbols as the replaced subterm of s, we have 
#(F, s) = #(F, t). 
(ii) Suppose s --~cr, e, zc t and let l = r be the equation e in the presentation of E then 
Var((xl) - Var(crr) since e is regular. As t differs from s only by a subterm with the same 
variables as the replaced subterm of s, we have Var(s) = Var(t). 
(iii) Suppose s --~cr, e,zcx and s is a non-variable term then e must be a collapse 
equation in the presentation f ~ which is a contradiction. 9 
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In regular theories every matching problem has a minimal set of matchers (Szabo, 
1982), see also (Fages & Huet, 1983, 1986); in fact there is a stronger result: In regular 
theories every matcher is most general in the sense that it is minimal with respect to the 
instance relation. Notice, however, that Fages & Huet (1983, 1986) show that this is not 
true for unifiers: They give a unification problem in a regular theory, which has no 
minimal set of unifiers (of. also Baader, 1986; Schmidt-Schauf3 1986a, the theory Af i s  
also regular and in Uo). In finite theories the matching problem is always decidable and 
they are of matching type finitary (Szabo 1982). Another important property of finite 
theories is that the set of most general unifiers always exists, i.e. there are no finite 
theories in Uo (Szabo 1982). The reason is that finite theories are Noetherian, as shown 
in Section 3.3. Obviously Noetherianness i  a sufficient condition for the existence of a 
minimal set of unifiers, but it is not a necessary one (Theorem 2.3.4): 
LEMMA 3.2.2. (i) The class of regular theories is a (proper) subclass of  
(ii) The class of finite theories is a (proper) subclass of M~o. 
(iii) The class of Noetherian theories is a (proper) subclass of U. 
Proof," O) Let ( si ~ tl, 1 -< i _< n )E be a matching problem in a regular equational theory 
and let W := Var(s i, t i, 1 _<i -<n). We show that every two (idempotent) fiE-matchers cr 
and ~:of the problem with DOM(cr) = DOM(v) = Var(ti, 1 -<i _<n) \ Var (si, 1 _<i -<n) and 
with cr =E X'r [W] for some substitution .,q. are already E-equal on W: By the domain 
restrictions and by regularity we have VCOD(~) c_ Var( ~t i, 1 _< i ~_n ) = Var(s i, 1 <_i <_n). 
Without loss of generality X can be chosen, such that DOM(X)  ~ VCOD(~), i.e., 
DOM()~) c3 Var(tl, 1 ~ i _< n) = ~ by the idempotency of v. As cr = E ;~ [W] we have that 
Xx =gx for all x ~ DOM(s i.e., cr =E "c[W]. 
Finally, as the matchers with the domain restrictions above form a complete set, and as 
we proved that they are all minimal, the assertion is proved. 
(ii) In a finite theory fie there are at most finitely many term tuples (s1', .... Sn') that are 
(componentwise) E,-equal to the tuple (s I ..... sn) of terms occurring the matching problem 
(s  i ~ t i, 1 <_i -<n )E, hence there are only finitely many matchers for this problem with the 
domain restrictions as in proof of part (i). Since this finite set is complete, a finite minimal 
set always exists. 
(iii) Noetherianness implies that complete sets have minimal subsets (Lemma 2.3.3).11 
The inclusions above are proper: (i+ii) The theory presented by {f(x) = a} is finitary 
matching, and hence matching based, but obviously neither finite nor regular: There are 
only the congruence class of a, which is infinite, and the congruence classes of the 
variables, which are singletons, in this theory. Hence without loss of generality there are 
just the matching problems of a variable to another variable or to a, which have always a 
finite set of most general matchers (in fact a singleton, cf. Lemrna 3.2.4). (iii) The theory 
of Theorem 2.3.4 is unification based, but not Noetherian. 
Note that there exist theories that are finite - and hence Noetherian - and of 
unification type infinitary (e.g. associativity) and that there exist theories that are finite - 
and hence Noetherian - and of unification type finitary (e.g. commutativity). 
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The class of simple theories plays a prominent role in unification theory since it 
admits a simple occurs-check: A variable x and a term t are E-unifiable iff the variable 
does rtot occur in the term. Kirchner (1984, 1985) combines unification algorithms by 
extending the method of Martelli & Montanari (1982) based on multiequations. I-Iere a 
problem similar to the occurs-check has to be solved: It is necessary to detect if there is a 
cycle in the multiequations. For this purpose Kixchner defines theories to be strict, iff 
every set of  multiequations with a cycle is not E-unifiable. To recall his definitions: A
multiequation is a pair (S, M) where S is a finite set of variables and M is a finite set of 
non-variable terms. An E-unifier of a set of multiequations {(S i, Mi)  / i = 1, .... n} is a 
substitution cr such that the elements of cr(S i u Mi) for I _<i -.<n are E-equal. Given 
two multiequations (S, M) and (S', M') then (S, M) < (S', M')  i f f  there exists a 
variable x ~ S and a term t ~ M' such thatx ~ Var(t). A set of multiequations Sis said to 
be acyclic iff the transitive closure <+ of < is acyclic on ,5 (<+ is then a strict ordering). A
theory E is now called strict i ff every E-unifiable set of multiequations is acyclic. 
LEMMA 3.2.3. For a theory E the following three properties are equivalent: 
(i) E is simple. 
(ii) E is strict. 
(iii) A variable x and a term t are E-unifiable iff x r Var(t). 
Proof: (i) ~ (iii): Suppose by contradiction that there exists a term t and a variable x
occuring in t and a substitution cr such that o-x =E O7. Then the equation o-x =E O7 is 
subterm collapsing, i.e. E is not simple, which is a contradiction. 
(iii) =r (ii): Suppose E is not a strict theory, then there exists a cyclic E-unifiable set of 
muItiequations ($1, M1) < ...< (Sn, Mn) < ($1, M1). Hence there are variables xi ~ S i 
and terms ti ~ Mi (l _< i -< n) such that xi ~ Var(ti+ 1) for I _< i _< n-1 and x n ~ Vat(t1). Let 
vi = (xi 6-- t.j for I _< i _< n and t = x2...xnt 1 then x I ~ Var(t). Let o" be a unifier of 
the multiequations, then crx i =E r (1 _< i -< n). We have crt 1 =E C~Xntl since all 
occurrences of the subterm o'x n in o't 1 are replaced by the E-equal term or n. By induction 
we conclude that o'x 1 =E crtl =E crv2...Vntl = O't, which contradicts (iii). 
(ii) ~ (i): Suppose E is not simple, then there exists an equation s =E t that is subterm 
collapsing. Let t' be the term t, where one occurrence of s is replaced by a new variable z. 
Then z and t' are E-unif iable with o" = {z 4-- s}. On the other hand we have 
({z}, {t'}) < ({z}, {t'}) which contradicts the strictness of E. 9 
Another property of a theory E useful for unification of multiequations is strong 
completeness: A theory E is strongly complete, i ff for every E-unifiable unification 
problem (x  = t )E there is a complete set of E-unifiers, where {x} is the domain of all of 
these unifiers (Kirchner 1985). For unification problems (x  = t )~z with x ~t Var(O, this 
property is satisfied in arbitrary theories. 
Lemma 3.2.4. Let E be any theory. For a term t and a variable x with 
x r Vat(t) the set {{x 6- t}} is always a minimal set of 
E-unifiers for (x = t )E 
It is also a minimal set of T_~matchers for ( t ~ x )E. 
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Proof:  Let ff be any E-unifier of x and t (or an E-matcher of x to O, x~ Var(t) .  Let 
v = {x 4- t}. Then cr =E Cr/Var(o~[Var(x,t)] as Cr/Var(OZx =E G/Vat(t) t =E 07 = O'X and 
Cr/Var(t)r =E if/Vat(trY =E cry for every y ~x. 9 
The theory presented by the ground equation E := {g(a, b) = a} is not strongly 
complete since {x 4- a, y 4-  b} is a most general unifier of ( x = g(x,  y)  )E. 
However, we have that every simple theory is strongly complete. 
LEMMA 3.2.5. Every simple theory is strongly complete. 
Proof." Let E be a simple theory. If x ~ Var(t) then U~(x, t) = r If x ~ Var(t) then 
= {x ~-- t} is a most general E-unifier by Lemma 3.2.4. 9 
A non-simple, but strongly complete equational theory is the theory AI  of 
associativity and idempotency (Schrnidt-Schaug, 1986b). 
Finally we study the class of s theories. We give some characterizations for 
f~-free theories: If two instances of a term are ~equal, then the instantiating substitutions 
are E-equal on the variables of the term; two terms starting with the same function symbol 
are E-unifiable, iff their corresponding subterms are .E,-unifiable (and the two probIems 
have the same solutions). 
LEMMA 3.2.6. Equivalent are: 
a) E is O--free 
b) for  all or, "c, t: ot =r implies or= E ~:[Var(t)]. 
c) for  all si, ti: U~f (s l  .... ,sn) = f(t l  ..... tn)) = UE(sl = tl ..... Sn = tn). 
Proof: a) r b): One direction ("~")  follows by 'total' decomposition through the 
structure of t, which ends up with the E-equalities o'x =E ~,  for all x ~ Var( O. For the 
other direction letf(s 1 .... s,O =Ef(t j  ..... t~ with f~ FThen let cr = {xi ~ si: 1 _< i ~n} 
and v = {x i 4- q: 1 -~i -~ n} and apply the presumption to the term t = f(xl, .... xn) with 
new variables x i. 
a) r c): One direction is obvious as the identity is a unifier of E-equal terms. For the 
other direction we have the foUowing trivial equivalences: 
r  UE(f(s 1 ..... Sn) = f (  tl ..... tn)) i f f  f (  crs l ..... aSn) =Ef(071 ..... 07n) 
iff  (7S i =E r (1 1ff i _r i f f  cre UE (sl = tl ..... sn = tn). 9 
The most important result for this class was shown by Szab6 (1982): He gave the a 
nice algebraic haracterization f a unification property. 
THEOREM 3.2.7. A regular theory is g2--free iff it is of matching type unitary. 
Proof." "~" :  Let E be a regular and R-free equational theory. Suppose, there is a 
matching problem (s i ~ ti: 1 ~ i _< n )E, that has a minimal set of matchers with at least 
two elements ff,r (with the same domain restrictions as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2a. 
From 07i =E *'ti (1 _< i --< n) we conclude by Lemma 3.2.6, that cr =E ~: [Var(tl ..... tn)], 
hence cr = ~:. 
"~" :  Let E be regular and unitary matching. Assume f(s I ..... Sn) =~f(t  I ..... tn) holds. 
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Then consider the matching problem (f(s 1 ..... Sn) ~ f(xl  .... ,Xn) )E for new and pairwise 
different variables xi. This problem has two matehers: cr := {x i ~ s i : 1 _< i ~_ n} and 
:= {x i 4-- ti: 1 _< i _< n}. Since E is regular, all matchers are minimal due to Lemma 
3.2.2, hence t7 =E ~ [{Xl ..... xn}]. This means i =E ti (1 -~i _~n). Thus E is f~-free by 
Lemma 3.2.6. [] 
As shown in (Szabo, 1982), f~-free theories are again orthogonal to the unification 
hierarchy, i.e., there exist g2-free theories of unification type unitary, finitary, or 
infinitary. The following is an example for a simple and f2-free theory with unification 
type nullary; this solves an open problem mentioned in (Szabo, 1982; Siekmann 1984, 
1986), the existence of an O-free theory of unification type nullary. 
THEOREM 3.2.8. There exists a simple, O-free theory of unification type nullary. 
Proof: Let E be the monadic theory defined by the following canonical term rewriting 
system (we use the monoid notation of section 3.1): 
Re := { f lg l  --9 g2fl, f2gJ --4 g2f2, (R1, Rz) 
f l  k --9 f2 k, (R3) 
glkl --4 k, (R4) 
g2f2kl --g f2k } (Rs) 
The last rule is the result of the completion of this term rewriting system. The signature 
contains only the interpreted function symbols. 
(i) E is f2-free: 
We have to show that F(s) = ~: F(t) implies s = E t for each F ~ {fl, f2, gl, g2, k, l}. 
Without loss of generality we assume that s and t are in normal form. The proof is by 
induction on the depth of terms, or equivalently for monadic terms, on the length of terms 
in string notation. Note that his is compatible with reduction, since reduction steps do not 
increase the length. 
The base case - s and t are variables (they have depth or length 0) - is trivial as the theory 
is regular. So let F(s) =EF(t) and suppose, that the assertion holds for all terms ' and t' 
with length of s' smaller than length of s and length of t' smaller than length of t. 
If both F(s) and F(t) are in normal form, then s and t are syntactical equal. The other case 
is that one of them - say F(s) - is reducible. Since s and t are irreducible, the first 
possible reduction step on F(s) must be at toplevel. Hence we have F E {fl,f2, gl, g2}. 
- If F = gl, then R 4 is the only applicable rule, hence s = kls'. F(s) rewrites to the 
irreducible term ks', thus F(t) must also be reducible and t = klt'. Reduction of 
F(t) yields ks" =Ekt'. By induction hypothesis s' =~z t'. Therefore s =Et. 
- I f F  =f2, then s = gls'. I fF(t) is reducible, then t --- gl t'. Reduction ofF(s)  and 
F(t) implies g2f2 s' =E g2f2t'. As the case F = g2 is already proved for terms of 
the same length, we getf2s' =~f2 t'. Induction hypothesis yields s' =E t', hence 
s =E t. Now let F(t) be irreducible. Since F(s) is reducible, s is of the form 
glns ', where n _> 1 and s' does not start with gl. F(s) reduces to g2nf2 s', which 
must be reducible to F(t), i.e. tof2t. Hence s is of the form glnkls ''. But then s 
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is reducible, which is a contradiction to our assumption. 
- I f F  =fl,  there are the two subcases that either R 3 or R 1 is used to reduce F(s): 
1) s = ks': Then F(s) reduces to the irreducible termf2ks' and hencef l t  must 
be reducible. I f  t = kt' we get s '  =E t' using the case F=f2 and 
induction hypothesis. I f  t is of the form glnt ', where t' does not 
start with gl, then the termflglnt ' must be reducible to a term with 
top symbol  f2. Similar as in the case F = f2,  we get the 
contradiction that t is reducible. 
2) s = gls': Then F(s) reduces to g2fls', which cannot reduce to a term starting 
with F = f l ,  hence F(t) is reducible. For t we have the cases t = gl t' 
or t = kt'. In the first case t = gl t' we get with case F = g2 and 
induction hypothesis that s' =E t', and hence s =~ t. The other case 
t = kt' is symmetric to case 1. O 
(i.i) E is simple: 
Assume by contradiction that there are terms s,t such that s =• t and s is a proper subterm 
of t. We can assume that s and t are minimal with respect o term depth and that s is in 
normal form. Then there is a reduction from t to s. By the subterm relationship of  s and t 
we have #(f2, t) _> #(f2, s). Therefore R 3 cannot be used reducing t to s, since it increases 
the number occurrences off2, while all other rules preserve the number of occurrences of 
f2. Since R 3 is not used, #(f l, s) = #(f l, t), #(f2, s) = #(f2, t) and #(k, s) = #(k, O. Thus, 
since s is a subterm of t, we have t = toS, where t o is a nonempty word over {gl, g2, l}. 
Furthermore s must start either with k or f  2, since t is reducible and s is irreducible. Let 
left(l, k, t) be the number of occurrences of l in t that are left to the leftmost occurrence of 
a k. Considering all rules, induction shows that left(l, k, t) cannot be changed by 
reduction, hence left(l, k, t) = left(l, k, s). Since the leftmost occurrence of k in t must be 
in s as a subterm of t, we have that l cannot occur in t O. Hence #(l, s) = #(1, t). This 
means that the rules R 4 and R 5 cannot be used for reducing t to s, since they delete l 's and 
reduction does not introduce l's. With the remaining rules R 1 and R 2 we cannot reduce t
to s, since they increase the number of g2"s. So, none of  the rules can be used to reduce t
to s, which is a contradiction. O 
(iii) The problem ( f lz  = f2 z )~; has the complete solution set {{z ~-- glnkx} : n -> 0}: 
Obviously these are unifiers. The nontrivial part is to show the completeness of this set. 
Let 0 be any unifier of the problem, i.e. Oflz =E Of 2z. Let t := Oz. We can assume that t is 
in normal form. The terms fl t andf2t must be reducible to the same normal form. Since at 
least one of the termsflt andf2t is reducible, there are two possibilities: 
1) t = kt': Then 0 is an instance of {z r kx}. 
2) t = glt': Then g2fl t' =Eg2f2 t' and hence f it '  =p.f2 t' by the ~-freeness of E. 
The substitution0' := {x 6-- t7 is a unifier of ( f lz  =fez )E and by 
induction we conclude, that 0' is an instance of some substitution 
{z 4 - -g lnkx} .  This impl ies  that 0 is an instance of 
{z ~-- gin+ikx}. [3 
(iv) U~(flz =f2 z) has no minimal, complete subset: 
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Due to (iii) and Lemma 2.3.2 it is sufficient o show that there is no minimal complete 
subset of  {{z ~ glnkx} : n >- O} 
Since {x r ~ gln+lkx} =E {z r [{z}], the chain of  substitutions i
decreasing with respect o 2~ [{z}]. Assume it is not properly decreasing, then there is a 
number n with {z r glnkx} -=E {z ~- gln+lkx} [{z}], i.e., there is a term t with 
gl nkt =E gl n+lkx. O-freeness implies kt =E gl kx. However, glkX is irreducible and 
there is no rule that reduces a term starting with k to a term starting with gl" [] 
3.3 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE CLASSES 
In this section we show some relationships between the classes of equational theories we 
have studied so far. 





Every permutative equational theory is finite. 
Every finite equational theory is simple. 
Every simple equational theory is regular and collapse free. 
Every collapse free equational theory is almost collapse free. 
The converses of( i)-  (iv) are wrong. 
Proof." (i) An infinite equivalence class must contain terms s and t with different size or 
with different symbols. In both cases there is a contradiction to #(F, s) = #(F, t) for all 
F E Fuq~.  
(ii) Suppose there exists a finite theory E that is not simple. Then there exists a subterm 
collapsing equation s =E t. Without loss of generality we assume that s is a subterm of t 
and show that the equivalence class of  s is infinite. We construct a sequence of terms in 
the equivalence class of s: s 1 = s, s 2 = t and define si+ 1 by replacing s in s i by t (/_> 1). 
Then it is obvious that si.t =Esl but si_ I ~sl. 
(iii) Suppose a simple theory E is not regular. Then there exists an equation s --E t with 
Vat(s) ~ Var(t). Without loss of generality let x E Var(s)\Var(O. With cr = {x ~-- t} 
the equation as =E 07 = t is subterm collapsing which is a contradiction. A collapse 
equation x = t is subterm collapsing since the variable x must occur in the term t 
(otherwise the theory is not consistent). Hence a simple theory must be collapse free. 
(iv) Obvious. 
(v) The converses of Lemma 3.3.1 (i) - (iv) are wrong. We give some counterexamples. 
1. An example for a finite theory that is not permutative is the theory E l := {f(a) =f(b)). 
Since I f (a)-->f(b)} is a canonical term rewriting system for this theory, the 
El-equivaience class of t is just the El-equivalence class of the normal form//t / /and 
hence there are only finitely many possibilities to generate T_q-equal terms. 
2. The monadic theory E 2 := {f(g(x)) =f(x)]is simple, but obviously not finite, since 
fgn = f. A canonical term rewriting system for this theory is R = {f(g(x)) --->f(x)}. The 
possible normal forms are gnfln with n, m -> 0 (we use monoid notation). Now let 
s =~2 t and let s be a proper subterm of t. We can assume that s is in normal 
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Hence t has the form tlS. If there is an f in  tl, then we get a contradiction to s =~ tlS, 
since the number off ls  is invariant in every equivalence class. If t 1 is built up only by 
g's, then we get gnfn =E2 gkgnjOn, hence k = 0, which contradicts the fact that s is a 
proper subterm of t. 
3. The theory E 3 := {f(x, f(y, y))= f(f(x, x), y)} is obviously regular and collapse 
free, but not simple: f(f(x, x),f(x, x ) )=~f( f ( f (x ,  x),f(x, x)), x), and the first term 
is a subterm of the second one. 
4. The theory E 6 := {p(x, y) = x} is almost collapse free, but not collapse free. 9 
LEMMA 3.3.2. (i) There exist regular collapse theories. 
(ii) There exist non-regular collapse free theories. 
(iii) There exist regular almost collapse free theories. 
(iv) There exist non-regular almost collapse free theories. 
Proof." (i) The theory of idempotence I := {fix, x) = x} is a well-known regular collapse 
theory. 
(ii) Multiplication with zero E 4 := {x * 0 = O} is a non-regular collapse free theory. 
(iii) The theory E s := {f(a) = f(b), h(g(x)) = x, h(x) = x} is almost collapse free and 
regular. 
(iv) A non-regular almost collapse free theory is E 6 := {p(x, y) = x}. [] 
We now want to study how ~-free equational theories are related to the classes 
above. All examples given so far in this paragraph are not ~-free, however, we will see 
that O-free theories are orthogonal to the other theories in the sense that there are f2-free 
theories being permutative, finite, simple, collapse free, or regular, respectively. We 
show that f~-free theories axe regular. Another nice feature of ~-free theories is that if 
they have collapse quations at all, then these collapse quations are built up from unary 
function symbols only. These equations are sometimes called monadic ollapse quations. 
Both results are due to Szab6 (1982). 
LEMMA 3.3.3. (i) 
(ii) 
Every O-free equational theory is regular. 
Every s theory has at most collapse quations that are 
built up by unary function symbols. 
Proof: Note that by Lemma 3.2.6 an f~-free theory E satisfies: 
(+) {x r =E{x 6. s'}timplies  =ES' , i fx  ~ Var(t). 
(i) Suppose the theory E is f2-free but not regular. Then there exists an equation s =E t 
with Var(s) # Var(t). Without loss of generality let x ~ Var(s)\Var(t). As E is 
consistent, here exist two different erms p e~ q. With cr = {x 6- i)} and ~ = {x 6- q} 
the equations o's =E O't = t and lrs =E "rt = t are derivable and hence o-s =z vs. Since E 
is ~2-free, we get with (+)p =~ q, which is a contradiction. 
(ii) The proof is split up into two parts: First we show that if there are non-monadic 
collapse equations then there are collapse quations tarting with a non-unary function 
symbol. In a second step we derive a contradiction. 
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1. Suppose there is a non-monadic collapse quation t =E x then without loss of generality 
there exists a binary function symbol f and t is of the form hl(h2(...hn(f(p, q))...) with 
unary functions hi ..... hn. With ~ = {x r h l (h2( . . .hn(z) . . . )} ,  where z is a new 
variabIe not occurring in t and different from x, we get 
hl(h2(...hn(Z)...) = vx =T, "ct = hl(h2(...hn(f('rp, "rq))...) 
and since E is ~2-freef(vp, ~)  =E z. Hence there exists a collapse quationf(s,  t) =E x 
starting with a binary function symbol. 
2. By the consistency requirement x occurs inf(s,  t) and without loss of generality x 
occurs in s. Let p and q be two terms that are not E-equal. Then we define 
0 = {x <---- f (p ,  q)} and o" = {x ~ f(Os, Os)}. Hence f(Os, Os) = crx =E f(crs, ~t)  
and by the ~2-freeness ofE we have Os =E ors. Again by the f2-freeness of Twe get with 
(+) f (  Os, Os) =E f(P, q) and therefore Os =~ p and Os =E q. Hence p =E q which 
contradicts he fact that p ;~E q- [] 
The next lemma states methods to construct f2-free theories: 
LEMMA 3.3.4. (i) 
(iO 
Every equational theory that is presented by a single ground 
equation, where both sides start with different function 
symbols, is O-free. 
Let  E be a monadic theory without free function symbols. 
Then: T is O-free and has a presentation E consisting only of  
collapse equations iff the corresponding monoid M E is a 
f initely presented group. 
Proof:  (i) Let E := {l = r} be an axiomatization with a single ground equation. Then 
R := {l --~ r} with/1/>_/r/is a canonical term rewriting system. 
I f  f (s  I ..... sn) =Ef( t l  ..... tn) and f (s  1 ..... Sn) # f ( t  1 ..... tn), then there exists a normal form 
t such that f ( s l  ..... Sn) -~-'R t andf ( t  I ..... tn) -~--~R t. If one of the reduction steps has 
been applied at the root, then this step must have been the last one: 
f ( s l  ..... Sn) -~--~R f(s l ' ,  .... Sn') = l -'9 R r = t and s i -~-"~R si' (1 <- i -~ n). 
Since I and r start with different function symbols, in the other eduction the rule must 
also have been applied at the root f(t l , . . . , tn) -~-'R f (s l ' ,  .... Sn') = 1 --~R r = t and 
ti -~-'R si' (1 N i -~ n). Hence we have s i =~ s i' =~ t i (1 _~ i _~ n). If the rule has not been 
applied to the toplevel then t = f(sl ' ,  .... Sn') and hence si =E Si ' =E ti (1 --< i ~-.n). 
(ii) "~" :  It suffices to show that every symbol in the alphabet of ME has an inverse: Let f  
be a function symbol and letfl. ,  f~fgl...gmX = x be a collapse quation in the monadic 
axiomatization E. Substituting f l . . .  fnx for x, f2-freeness implies fg l . . .gmfl . ,  fr, x =~x. 
Hence fhas  a right inverse. Substituting nowf(x)  for x, we obtain again by ~-freeness 
gl. ,  .gnf  l.. "fnf x =E X. Hencefhas a left inverse. 
"~ ": Let fs  = E ft. Since M is a group, there exists a term f l . . . fn x with f l . .  fnfx = E X. 
This implies the equations s =F_fl.. fnf  s =y_.fl...fnft =~ t, i.e. s =~: t. Hence E is O-free. 
The presentation E consisting only of collapse quations can be constructed asfollows: 
1. For every function symbolfthe two equationsfFx = x andJCfx = x are in E, wherej c
is the word being the inverse off. 
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2. Every generating word relation m 1 = m 2 of M can be written in the form ml(m2) -1 = 1 
and is then transformed into a collapse quation in E. 9 
COROLLARY 3.3.5. Every monadic theory, whose corresponding monoid is a 
finitely presented group, has unification type unitary. 
In such a theory E every two terms are T_~equivalent. 
Proof." For every term t there exists an 'inverse't c, i.e., we have x = {x <--- tc}t, i fx is the 
variable in t and in t c Hence for every two terms s, t we have s =E (x ~ sJ{x +-- tc}t 
(where x is the variable in t ) and t =• {y e-- t}{y r sC}s (where y is the variable in s), 
i.e. we have s -=E t. 
Now with this technique, we can transform each unification problem (s i = t i, 1 _~i -~ n )~ 
with Var(ti) = {x~ to the form (tiCsi = X i, 1 ~_ i -~ n )E , which has the same solutions as 
the original one: For monadic theories E-unification of two terms  and t is compiled into 
the problem to find words PM and qM such that the concatenated words SMPM and tMq M 
are equal in the monoid coresponding to E (Lemma 3.1.1); if s and t have the same 
variable, PM and qM are the same word. If M is a group this is equivalent to find words 
PM and qM such that tMCSMP M =M qM. Applying Lemma 3.2.4 reeursively to every 
equation of the problem shows that it has a singleton set of most general unifiers. Notice 
that by the argumentation above for monadic theories a variable x and a term t that 
contains this variable has an E-unifier, iff x =~ t. In this case the identity e is the only 
most general E-unifier. II 
The next lemma shows that there are g2-free theories that are permutative, and hence 
finite, simple, regular, and collapse free. It also shows that there are f~-free theories in the 
complements of these classes (except he class of regular theories). 
LEMMA 3.3.6. (i) There exist permutative, D-free theories. 
(ii) There exist non-permutative, finite D-free theories. 
(iii) There exist non-finite, simple D-free theories. 
(iv) There exist non-simple, collapse free D-free theories. 
(v) There exist non-simple, almost collapse free D-free theories. 
(vi) There exist O-free, collapse theories. 
Proof: (i) The theory E 7 := {f(g(a)) = g(f(a))} is trivially permutative. The ~-freeness 
of E 7 follows immediately with Lemma 3.3.4. 
(ii) The theory E s := {f(a) = g(b)} is obviously non-permutative but finite. The 
~-freeness i  immediate by Lemma 3.3.4. 
(iii) Let E 9 := {f(g(h(x))) = g(x)}. Obviously, the theory is not finite. The corresponding 
term rewriting system {f(g(h(x))) --~ g(x)} is canonical. Using the same technique as in 
the proof  of Theorem 3.2.8 one can show that the theory is ~-free. In order to show that 
the theory is simple let s =~ t such that s is in normal form and s is a proper subterm oft. 
Then there is a reduction from t to s. The term rewriting system leaves the number of g's 
invadant, hence all occurences of the symbols g in t are in the subterm s of t. Similar as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.2.8 (iii), it can be seen that #(h, s) = #(h, t). But the rewrite rule 
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deletes h's from t, hence t is not reducible to s. 
(iv) The theory ElO := {f(a, a) = a} is collapse free and not simple, but ~-free. 
(v) El l  := {f(x) = x} is an f~-free and almost collapse free theory. 
(vi) The theory E12 := {f(g(x)) = x, g(f(x)) = x} is ~-free, since the corresponding 
monoid is a finitely presented group. 9 
In order to show some relationships between the class of Noetherian theories and 
the other classes we establish some connection between descending chains of 
substitutions and descending chains of terms: Obviously in a Noetherian theory every 
descending chain of terms is finite. The converse holds, when the theory is f~-free, but 
not in general 
LEMMA 3.3.7. (/) I f  E is Noetherian, then every descending chain of  terms is finite. 
(ii) The converse holds, when E is in addition O-free. 
Proof: (i) is trivial. 
(ii) Let every descending chain of terms be finite. Assume by contradiction that there is an 
infinite descending chain of substitutions o-1 >~ o'2 >E.-. [W] (where W = {xl ..... x~ is 
a finite set of variables). By our assumption, there exists an index n o such that 
tr/xk ---E o-fig for all x /~ W and a31 i j  >_ no. Let i > no, then there exist substitutions ~L 
and Ag, 1 _~k -~m, with tri_ 1 =E f~ffi [IV] and LkO'i.lX k =E O-IXI~ for all x k ~ W. 
Combining the equations we get: ~,~:o-i_lX~ =~z tri-lX~ for all xk ~ IV, hence by 
~2-freeness ~,~c =E X for all x ~ Var(o'i.lx~). Furthermore ~Lk~o'/x/~ =E ~/xk for every 
variable x/c e W, hence again by t2-freeness: ,~Lx =~; x for all x e Var(o'~x~:). Lemma 
3.3.3 implies that 2x and L~y are monadic terms for all x ~ VCOD(O-I) and all 
y e VCOD(O-i.1). Let/2 be a substitution with DOM(#)  = VCOD(cri. 1) defined by: For 
each y e VCOD(o'i_I) choose a k with y ~ Var(o'i.lx~) and let fly := Lky. Then wer get 
]A,q, =E e [VCOD(  ai)], and hence #o'i-1 =E ~ [IV]. Thus the chain o-1 >E O-2 >E cr3 ... [W] 
is finite. 9 
The following example shows that Lemma 3.3.7 is false, if E is not f~-free: 
The theory ~E defined by the canonical term rewriting system R := {ghx ~ x, fhx --~fx} 
is not f2-free, sincefhx =Efx but hx ~;x.  Now, every strictly descending chain of terms 
is finite. Assume by contradiction that there is an infinite one Sl >E s2 >~z s3 . . . .  Without 
loss of generality the terms s i are in normal form, the depth of si is properly increasing 
and all s i have the same number off's. Now, let t i be a minimal term in normal form, 
such that sit i =E St-l, By assumption, the term t i does not contain any f 's,  heuce 
t i = hkig mi. Since/s.J >/Si_l/, s i must stop with the symbol g. The term s i must contain 
f's, since otherwise we can choose si of the form hJ. Hence s i is of the form s i = si'fgni 
for some n i > 0. Thus sit i = $i'fg ni hkig ml =E Si.l'fgni'l. The rewrite rules imply that 
si' =E Si.l". But then s i ~E si-1, which is a contradiction. 
Finally we show that ~E is not Noethefian: Let x,y be two different variables. We define 
substitutions o" i by trlx := gix and a/y := fx. Obviously o'i ->~ o'i+1 [{x,y}], since 
g i+lhX =E g ix andfhx =Efx. Assume there is a substitution g with ~,o- i =~ ~+~ [{x,y}]. 
Then ,Lx = hnx for some n. But it is gihnx ~g i+Jx  for all n. Hence the chain is properly 
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descending. 
i~oetherian theories are related to the other theory classes in a number of ways. The 
finite theories form a proper subclass of the Noetherian theories, but f~-free or simple 
theories need not be Noetherian. Noetherian theories need neither be regular nor collapse 
free, and vice versa. Here are some of the most interesting results. 
LEMMA 3.3.8. (/) Every finite theory is Noetherian. 
(ii) There exists an ~-free, simple theory that is in U, but not 
Noetherian. 
(iii) There exists a Noetherian, non-regular theory. 
(iv) There exists a Noetherian, 12-free theory with collapse 
equations. 
(v ) There exists a Noetherian, O-free and simple theory that is not 
finite. 
Proof: (i) Given an infinite descending chain o 1 >• 0" 2 >E 0"3 >~...[W], where W is a 
finite set of variables, there exist substitutions s such that o'i. 1 =~ "q.io-i [W] and 
0"i-1 ~E o-i [W]. Hence 0"1 =E ~2~...A'io-i for all i>_2 and as the =~; [W]-equivalence 
class of o-I is finite there exists a subsequence of i and a 0"1' =E o-1 [W] such that 
CYl' = ~'2~'3 "''~ki0"ki for all k i, i.e., 0-1' >- 0"ki [W] for infinitely many k i. Hence there 
exists a subsequence n i of k i, such that Crnl =- crni /W] and hence Crnl =-E o-hi [W] (for all 
i) which is a contradiction. 
(ii) Take theory E 9 = {fghx = gx} from Lemma 3.3.6. The term rewriting system 
{fghx ~ gx} is canonical. A result in (Hullot, 1980) implies that minimal unifier sets 
exist for every pair s,t of terms. The theory is not Noetherian, since the chain t i :=j~gx is 
properly decreasing. 
(iii) The theory E13 := {fgx = a} is not regular. Furthermore, if s is a non-ground term 
and t is a term with s ->E t, then the term depth of t is not greater than the term depth of s. 
Let o-i be a chain with 0-i >~ 0"i+1 [W]. Then the depth of terms in the codomain of o-i is 
bounded by a number nO. Hence the chain is finite. 
(iv) Every f2-free, monadic theory E with a monadic presentation by collapse quations 
only and without free function symbols (i.e., when the corresponding monoid is a finitely 
presented group, Lemma 3.3.4) is Noetherian: By Corollary 3.3.5 every two terms s and 
t in such a theory are E-equivalent. Hence, no infinite, strictly decending chains of terms 
can exist. By the f2-fi'eeness this proves that the theory is Noetherian (Lemma 3.3.7). 
(v) Let the monadic theory E14 be defined by the term rewriting system 
R := {glflkg3 ""~flh, g2 k ~ kg3, hf2 --+ kf2, hg3 ~ g2h}. 
This term rewriting system is canonical, since there are no critical pairs and it terminates 
using the following ordering: s > t, iff s is longer than t or they have the same length and 
s is lexicographically greater than t with respect to the ordering l > f l  > h > g2 > k > g3 
on the function symbols. 
a) Ifs =~ t, then #(fi, s) = #~, t), for i = 1, 2, 
#(h, s)+#(l~, s) = #(h, O+#(k, O. 
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b) E i s  simple: 
Assume by contradiction that there are terms s,t such that s =E t and s is a proper 
subterm of t. Without loss of generality we can assume that s is in normal form. 
Since R is canonical there exists a reduction from t to s. The term s is a subterm 
of t, hence t = toS for some string t O. By a) the string t o contains only the 
function symbols gl,g2 or g3. Let left(F, G, t) be the number of occurrences of 
symbol F in t that are left to the leftmost occurrence of a symbol G. Considering 
all rules, induction shows that left(g2, f l ,  t)+ left(g 3, f l ,  t) cannot be changed by 
reduction steps, hence we have 
left(g2, f l, t)+left(g3, f l ,  t) = left(g2, f l , s)+ left(g3, f l , s ). 
Since t o does not contain f l  "s, we obtain that to does not contain g2 and g3, 
hence we have #(g2, s)+#(g3, s) = #(g2, t)+#(g3, t). This means that the first 
rule is not used during a reduction from t to s, since it decreases this sum. 
The remaining rules are not sufficient for a reduction from t to s, since they do 
not reduce the length of t, but the length of t is greater than the length of s. 
c) E i s  f~-free: 
Assume by contradiction that there are irreducible terms s and t and a function 
symbol F, such that 
(+) F(s) =EF(t)  and s ;~E t. 
Let (s, t ) be a minimal pair with property (+) with respect o term depth. Since 
F(s) and F(t) are not syntactically equal, at least one of them is reducible. Then F 
cannot be f l , f2  or k, as no rule reduces terms starting with these function 
symbols. The function symbols gl and g2 are also impossible for F: If F = gl, 
the two terms F(s) and F(t)  are reducible, and we get two terms s' and t' of 
smaller depth satisfying (+), in contradiction to our rninimality requirement. If 
F = g2, the two terms are reducible to terms starting with k; this case is already 
excluded. 
Finally, if F = h, again both terms are reducible, and we have three cases for s 
and t. The two cases s = f2s', t = f2t' and s = g3 s', t = g3 t' are not possible, as 
F(s)  and F(t) are reducible to terms starting with k and g2, respectively; again 
these cases are already excluded. The remaining nontrivial subcase is that 
s = f2s '  and t = g3nf2t '. Then we have: F(s) = hs = hf2s' =E kf2s' and 
F(t)  = ht = hg3nf2t" =E g2 nhf2t' =• g2 nkf2t' =E kg3nf2t', and hence by (*) 
kf2 s" =E kg3nf2t" Thus (s, t) satisfies (*) with F = k, which was already 
excluded. 
Hence F cannot be any of the given function symbols, a contradiction. 
d) E is Noetherian: 
By Lemma 3.3.7 it suffices to consider chains of terms, since E is f2-free. 
Assume there is an infinite chain of terms t 1 >E t2 >E .... Without loss of 
generality we can assume that the depth of t i is properly increasing, that by a) the 
number off1 "s,f2"s and the sum of k's and h's is constant in the chain, and that 
every ti is irreducible with respect o R. 
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e) 
Since tn_ 1 >q~ t n (for each fixed n), we have tn_ I =E tnr with some irreducible term 
r that contains only the symbols gl,g2,g3. The rules imply that r = g3r' and that 
t n ends with h or k. If t n = tn'h, then tn'g2hr' must be reducible. The only 
possibility is that r' starts with g3 and by induction we get r = g3 m, which 
contradicts n_ 1 =z tnr and our assumption that the depth of tn_ 1 is smaller than the 
term depth of t n. 
Hence t n = tn'glflk. This implies tnr =E tn'flhr'. Since we have shown that t i 
does not end with h, the term r' is not empty and tnflhr" must be a reducible 
term. The only possibility is that r' = g3 m, which again contradicts the 
assumption that the term depth of t i is increasing. 
E is not finite: 
We have the following reduction: 
g ln+ lf lkgsn§ lf 2 =E g lnf lhgsnf2 =E g lnf lg 2nhf 2 =E g lnf lg2nkf 2 =E g lnf lkgsnf2, 
hence E is not finite. [] 
4. (Un)Decidability Results 
We shall now investigate some decidability problems for the investigated classes of 
theories. The class problem for a class of equational theories is the problem whether 
any given equational theory belongs to this class. We say the class problem for a given 
class Cis decidable, if there exists an algorithm with input a finite presentation of a 
theory E deciding E ~ C; otherwise it is undecidable. The free word problem for an 
equational theory E is the problem whether any two given terms are E-equal. The free 
word problem for E is decidable, if there exists an algorithm with input two terms s and 
t deciding s =E t; otherwise it is undecidable. The unification problem for an 
equational theory E is the problem whether any given E-unification problem has a 
solution, i.e., has an E-unifier. The unification problem for E is decidable, if there is 
an algorithm with input a set of equations F deciding UE(F) ~ r otherwise it is 
undecidable. Analogously the matching problem for an equational theory E and its 
decidability isdefined. 
The next theorem states that some class problems can be easily decided by 
examining an arbitrary presentation, since the class property is inherited from the 
presentation tothe equational theory according to Lemma 3.2.1: 
THEOREM 4.1. (i) The class problem for permutative theories is decidable. 
(ii) The class problem for regular theories is decidable. 
(iii) The class problem for collapse free theories is decidable. 
Theorem 4.1 in (Narendran et al., 1985) states that for a finite Church-Rosser 
Semi-Thue-system T the question "Does T admit any infinite congruence class?" is 
undecidable. Hence the class problem for finite theories is not decidable (Raoult, 1979). 
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THEOREM 4.2. The class problem for finite theories is undecidable. 
In finite theories each equivalence lass can effectively be generated, hence we have: 
THEOREM 4.3. The free word problem for finite equational theories is decidable. 
The concept of a Markov property in monoids is a very useful tool for showing that 
certain properties of (monadic) equational theories are undecidable. A property P of 
finitely presented monoids is a Markov property, iff every monoid that is isomorphic 
to a monoid having property P has this property itself and there exist finitely presented 
monoids M 1 and M 2 such that M 1 has property P and M 2 does not have property P and 
M 2 cannot be embedded in a monoid that has property P. In (Markov, 1951; Mostowski 
1952) it is shown that such properties are undecidable. 
THEOREM 4.4. (i) The class problem for almost collapse free theories is 
undecidable. 
(ii) The class problem for D-free theories is undecidable. 
Proof: (i) Let E be a monadic theory. E is almost collapse free iff SMt M =M XM implies 
s M =MXM and t M =MXnin the corresponding monoid M: Hencefs =E x implies fx =E x 
and hence s =Ex. This implies that for all function symbolsfoccurring in any collapse 
equation we have fx  =E x. Hence s,~t =Ex implies s =E x and t =E x. To prove the 
converse letfs =~;x be some collapse quation. Then we havef-xs,  =Ex, hencefx =EX. 
The above property of M is a Markov property, hence it is undecidable whether a theory 
is almost collapse free. 
(ii) Let E be a monadic theory. E is ~2-free iff the left cancellation rule holds in M. This 
is a Markov property, hence f~-freeness of a theory E is undecidable. 9 
THEOREM 4.5. There exists an O-free theory with undecidable free word problem. 
Proof." Suppose the free word problem for every O-free theory is decidable then the word 
problem for every group is decidable by Lemma 3.3.4, which is impossible (Novikov, 
1958; Boone, 1959). [] 
Simplicity of a theory is not a Markov property, since a simple monadic theory 
turns into a non-simple one by adding the axiom {f(x) = x} for a free symbol f, but the 
corresponding monoid does not change, sincef is mapped to the identity of the monoid. 
We show that simplicity of an equational theory is undecidable by reducing it to the free 
word problem in simple theories. 
In order to show the undecidability of the class problem for simple theories we use 
the undecidability of the problem whether a "luting machine M accepts ome input w. We 
give also an explicit encoding of an equational theory, since we need its explicit structure. 
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LEMMA 4.6. Let M be a Turing machine and let w be an input. Then we can 
construct a term rewriting system RM with corresponding 
equality =RM, and terms t w, t A, such that 
(i) Every rewrite rule is of the form h(. . .) --+ h(...), 
the right and left hand side contain exactly one occurrence of h, 
every variable occurs at most once on each side of a rule, 
and there are no critical pairs. 
(ii) R M is confluent, 
(iii) t w =RM tA, iff M accepts w, 
(iv) The theory induced by R M is simple. 
Proof." Let M be a Turing machine and let w be an input. We assume that Turing machines 
use symbols from the alphabet {0,1,b}, where b is the blank, that blanks cannot be 
printed on the tape, and that here is only one accepting state, denoted by qA. An input w 
for M is a word over {0,1}, and the Turing machine starts at the leftmost symbol of w. 
We assume that the signature contains a constant q for every possible state q, the 
constants 0,1, b of the alphabet for M, a binary function symbol g to represent the tape, 
and a ternary function symbol h to represent configurations. 
We represent a configuration c~q/3 of M - a is the string to the left of the head, q is the 
current state and/3 is the string to the fight of the head including the currently scanned 
symbol - by a term h(r a, q, s~) where ra is a term encoding the reverse of a and s/3 is a 
term encoding/3. A string 1101bbb... is encoded by a term g(1, g(1, g(O, g(1, b)))), the 
string bbb.., containing only blanks is encoded by b. 
The moves of M are encoded as rewrite rules as follows. 
I fM is in state qo, scanning a1, prints zero, enters tate ql, and moves right, 
then the corresponding rewrite role is: 
h(x, qo, g(1, y)) ~ h(g(O, x), q~,y). 
If M is in state qo, scanning a 1, prints zero, enters tate ql, and moves left, 
then the corresponding rewrite rules are: 
h(g(1, x), qo, g(1, y)) --~ h(x, ql, g(1, g(O, y))) 
h(g(O, x), qo, g(1, y) ) --+ h(x, ql, g(O, g(O, y))) 
h(b, qo, g(1, y))  ---) h(b, ql, g(b, g(O, y))) 
We add rewrite rules to empty the tape after M has accepted the input. 
Therefore we need four rewrite rules where i j  ~ {0, 1}: 
h(g(i, x), qA, g(J, Y)) -~ h(x, qA, Y) 
and six rewrite rules rules for i ~ {0, 1, b}, if one side of the tape is 'already empty: 
h(b, qA, g(i,y)) ~ h(b, qa, Y) 
h(g(i,x), qA, b) --9 h(x, qA, b) 
The rules thus defined are collected in a term rewriting system Rg. The corresponding 
congruence is denoted as =L~t. 
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The term tw, corresponding to the input is defined as tw := h(b, qA, Sw), where sw encodes 
the input word w as described above, and the term tA is defined as t A := h(b, qA, b). 
Now, we prove that properties (i) - (iv) hold, 
(i) Follows from the construction. 
(ii) R M is conf luent:  
Follows from Lemma 3.2 and its corollary in (Hullot, 1980), since every 
variable occurs at most once in each term of a rewrite rule and there are no critical 
pairs. 
(iii) M accepts w, iff t w =RM ta: 
"~" :  If M accepts w, then the rewrite rules simulate the Turing machine 
execution, and we can reach a term h(tl, qA, t2) by reducing t w. The rules for 
emptying the tape permit o reach the term tA. 
"~":  Let t w =RM tA. Since t A is irreducible and RMiS confluent, here must exist 
a reduction from t w to t A. This reduction simulates the Turing machine and must 
reach qA, hence M accepts input w. 
(iv) The theory of R~t is simple: 
We define the depth dh(t) of a term twith respect to h by: dh(t) := O, if t does not 
contain h, dh(h(r 1, r 2, r3) ) := 1 +max(dh(r l ) ,  dh(r2) , dh(r3)), and finally 
dh(g(rl, r2)) := max(dh(rl), dh(r2)). By induction on the length of a deduction it
is easy to show that s =RM t implies dh(s ) = dh(t ). Assume that the theory ofR M 
is not simple. Then there are terms s and t, such that s =RM t and S is a proper 
subterm of t, and dh(s ) = dh( O. Since the function symbol g is decomposable, 
we can assume that s and t start with h. But this implies dh(t ) > dh(s), which is a 
contradiction todh(s) = dh(t). 9 
COROLLARY 4.7. There exists a simple theory with undecidable word problem. 
Proof." Follows from Lemma 4.6, if we use a universal Turing machine M (Hopcraft & 
Ullman, 1979). 9 
LEMMA 4.8. Let M be a Turing machine and let w be an input, 
let RM be the term rewriting system as defined in Lemma 4.6, 
let R w be the term rewriting system R M u {f(tA) --~ t~}, 
where f is a new unary function symbol. 
Let =Rw be the equality defined by R w. 
Then the theory of  R w is not simple iff t w =Rw ta. 
Proof." " ~ ": Let t w =RM t~i, then the theory of R w is not simple, as f(tA) =Rco tA. 
"~" :  Let the theory ofR  w be not simple. 
We define the depth of a term with respect to h as in the proof of Lemma 4.6 extended for 
fby  dh(f(r)) = dh(r) and get analogously that s =Rw t implies dh(S ) = dh(t ). 
There are terms s and t, such that s =Rw t and s is a proper subterm of t. The equation 
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s =Rw t implies dh(s) = dh(t). We can assume that s and t are minimal with respect o term 
depth. Since dh(s) = dh(t), the root function symbol of t is not h. There exists a deduction 
from t to s. If there is no deduction step at the root occurrence, then we can find properly 
smaller terms, thus we can assume there is some deduction step at the root occurrence. 
Since t does not start with h, the only possible axiom isf(tA) = t w. Sincef(tA) is a ground 
term, we havef(tA) =Rw t. This implies that s starts with h orf .  If there were function 
symbols g at some occurrence above s in t, then t would not be reducible at the root 
occurrence. Hence t = ~(s)  for some n _> 1. Since there is a deduction from t to s, there is 
also a first deduction step at an occurrence above s. This deduction step must use the 
axiomf(ta)  = tw, hence s =Rw tA. We have shown t A =Rw tw. It remains to be shown that 
tA =RM tw. In the term rewriting system Rw each variable occurs only once in the terms of 
a rewrite rule and there are no critical pairs, since tA is irreducible with respect o R M, 
hence R w is confluent by a result in (Hullot, 1980). This means tA and t w can be reduced 
to the same term using R w. Since t A and t w do not contain the symbol f, only rewrite rules 
from R M are used, hence tw =RM tA" 9 
By Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.8 we finally have: 
THEOREM 4.9. The class problern for  simple theories is undecidable. 
Proof." Suppose it is decidable, whether agiven theory is simple. Then by Lemma 4.8 the 
equality t w =RwtA is decidable, and hence by Lemrna 4.6 it is decidable whether a Turing 
machine M accepts input w. This is impossible. 9 
With Lemma 3.2.3 we have the immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.10. There is no algorithm with input a finite presentation of  an 
equational theory deciding, whether the occurs-check in this 
theory is possible. 
5. Summary 
In this paper we investigated the classes of permutative, finite, simple, collapse free, 
almost collapse free, regular, and f~-free equational theories. The relationship between 
these classes is summarized in Figure 1. The theories in the diagram refer to the examples 
in section 3.3. 
We introduced the new class of Noetherian theories - a proper superclass of finite 
theories -, since the test for Noetherianness i  a sufficient (but not a necessary) condition 
for a theory to be in U. Noetherian theories are orthogonal to most of the other classes: 
There are f2-free, simple, and hence regular, collapse free theories that are Noetherian, 
and there are O-free, simple, and hence regular, collapse free theories (in qJ ) that are not 
Noetherian. 
An overview of the connections between the above classes and the unification and 
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matching hierarchy is given in Figure 2; most of them are well-known or easy to verify or 
stated in this paper. Results about combinations (intersections or unions) and 
complements of the investigated classes are omitted. 
Finally we studied ecidability problems concerning the above classes. Decidability 
results for the unification, matching, and free word problem of theories in these classes 
(i.e. the question if for every theory in any of these classes the problems are decidable), 
and class problem for these classes are summarized in Figure 3. 
i im l l  i i |  
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Figure 1 
The examples refer to the theories insection 3.3. They have the following axiomatizations: 
A := {f (x , f (y ,z ) )=f( f (x ,y) ,z )};  C := {f (x ,y)=f (y ,x)} ;  I := {f (x ,x)= x} 
E l  :=if(a) =f@)  
g2 := {f(g(x)) = f(x)} 
E 3 := {f(x, f (y,  y)) = f(f(x, x), y)} 
E 4 :={x*O=O)  
E 5 := {f(a) =fib), h(g(x)) = x, h(x) = x) 
E 6 :-- {p(x,y)  --x} 
E 7 := {f(g(a)) = g(f(a))} 
E 8 := {f(a) = g(b)} 
g 9 := {f(g(h(x))) = g(x)} 
EIO := {f(a, a) = a) 
E l l  := lf(g(x)) = x, f(x) = x) 
E12 :-- {f(g(x)) = x, g(f(x)) = x} 
Corollary 3.3.5 implies that there exists a theory of unification type unitary with 
undecidable unification problem: In monadic theories, whose corresponding monoids are 
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finitely presented groups, a variable and a term containing this variable is unifiable, iff the 
term is already equal to the variable (Corollary 3.3.5). With the monoid transformation 
for monadic theories (Lemma 3.1.1) the latter problem is equivalent to the problem, 
whether a given word is equal to the neutral element of the finitely presented group (i.e., 
the word problem), which is known to be undecidable in general (Novikov, 1958; 
Boone, 1959). 
permutafive 0 C A 0 C 
finite ~ C A 0 C 
simple O C A Th3.2.8 ~ C E2 
collapse flee 13 C A Th3.2.8 13 C E2 L.4.15 
Noetherian 13 C A 13 C E2 ?, *) 
regular 13 C A AI, FH2 r C E2 
f/~free O Szl Sz2 Th3.2.8 O 
collapse BR I Minus AI BR I E2+ FH1 
Figur 2 
A bar means that the two classes do not meet, 9, C, A and I are the empty theory and the 
theories of commutativity, associativity and idempoteney, AI is the theory of free 
idempotent semigroups (Baader, 1986, Schmidt-SchauB, 1986a,b), BR is the theory of free 
Boolean rings Btittner & Simonis, 1986; Martin & Nipkow, 1986), properties of Sz 1 and 
Sz 2 are shown in (Szabo, 1982, p. 233, p. 238), for FH 1 and FH 2 see ('Fages & Huet, 1983, 
1986, appendix 1, 2), Minus is investigated in (Kirchner, 1984, 1985), and E 2 is the simple 
theory of Lemma 3.3.1 (iv) that can easily be seen to satisfy the other properties stated in 
the table. The collapse theory axiomatized by E2+ := {fgx =fx, hx = x} is an almost 
collapse free extension of E 2 with a projection equation, which will not change the 
unification behaviour (Bttrekert, 1986). The theory of Theorem 3.2.8 has unification type 
nullary, is simple, collapse free, and O-free. By the lemma in appendix C it can be 
transformed into a collapse free theory of matching type nultary. 
*) It is an open problem to give a theory that is Noetherian and in 91'[ 0. 
We solved the following open problems mentioned in a survey of Siekmann (1984): 
P4: E ~ M 1 is undeciclable, as s is undecidable 
P5: U 0 c~ M~* ~r (Theorem 3.2.8) 
P6: The class problem for finite theories was already well-known. 
Finally we want to emphasize an often unrecognized orunderestimated problem: the 
addition of free constants to the signature. This problem is a subcase of the combination 
problem of theories. It turned out that for example unification may become undecidable, if 
free constants are added (cf. for instance Btirckert, 1988). As matching problems can be 
considered as unification problems where in one side of  the equations the variables are 
treated as constants, this implies that the matching problem for a theory can be 
undecidable, although the unification problem may be decidable. 
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Some unsolved and important questions are the relation between the unification 
hierarchy and the matching hierarchy and the unification type of an equational theory after 
the addition of free constants (for instance the theory .9tC1 with free constants is in 'L/~, 
while .t iC/without free constants i in r Herold, 1987) or free function symbols. This 
suggests that changes in the signature of an equational theory require extreme care. It is an 
open question concerning some of the classes investigated in this paper whether a theory 
still remains in the same class, when free function symbols are added. For instance the 
classes of  permutative, regular, and collapse free theories are obviously closed under 
extension of the signatures with free function symbols. 
Theory unification maiching word problem class problem 
permutative n, 1) y, 1) y, 4.3 y 
finite n, 1) y, I) y, 4.3 n, 4.2 
simple n, 1) n, ~) n, 4.7 n, 4.9 
collapse flee n, 1) n, z) n, 4.7 y 
Noetherian n, l) ?, 3) ?, ~) n, 4.11 
regular n, li n, 2) n, 4.7 y 
s n, 2) n, 2) n, 4.5 n, 4.4 
collapse n, 4) n, ~) 
Figure 3 
n, 5) 
In this table, y means that for each theory in the class the problem is decidable, n means 
there is a theory in the class, such that he problem is undecidable; in the last column 
yln means the class problem is decidable/undeeidable. The numbers efer to lemmata or 
theorems inthis paper. 
1) See (Szabo, 1982). 
2) Undeeidability of the matching and unification problem follows from the 
nndecidability of the word problem: Add a binary free function symbol fand free 
constants o the signature and consider the matching problems (f(x, x) = f(s, t) ), where 
s and t are arbitrary ground terms. 
~) Decidability of the word problem or the matching problem for Noetherian theories are 
open problems. 
4) See (Tiden & Amborg, 1987). 
5) See (Novikov, 1958). 
(Un)decidabiIity of the class problems for the unification and matching hierarchy, 
i.e., the question where a given equational resides in these hierarchies, remains open. Our 
proofs given in (Biirckert et al. 1986, 1987) are unfortunately incomplete. 
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Appendix A 
We give the proof of Theorem 2.3.4. The theorem shows that E ~ g/ is not equivalent to 
the condition that every decreasing chain of substitutions in every UE(F) has a lower 
bound in UE(F ). 
Note, that this theorem is stronger than Lemma 3.3.8 (ii), where we show that there 
exists a theory E ~ g_/, such that some infinite, strictly decreasing chain of substitutions 
exists at all. 
THEOREM. There is a theory E e gl such that there exist terms s,t and an 
infinite decreasing chain (r 1 >~ cr 2 >E... of substitutions in
U~(s = t) without a lower bound in UE(s = t). 
Proof: We give a monadic equational theory E that has the properties tated in the 
theorem. 
Let E be defined by the canonical term rewriting system with the following five rewrite 
rules: 
{ flg  g2fl ,f2gz gef2, (R1, R2) 
Ylk Y2k , (R3) 
glkhl ~ kh , (R4) 
g2f2khl ---~ f2kh } (R5) 
By the same methods as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.8 we can show that E is simple and 
f~-free (cf. Btirckert et al., 1986). We only prove that g2 is decomposable, since this is 
needed in proof part (iii) 
(i) g2 is decomposable: 
Assume that there are terms ,t such that g2s --E g2 t with s #~; t. We can assume that s and 
t are irreducible. Since g2s =Eg2t, at least one of these terms is reducible, say g2s, and 
hence we have s = f2khls' for some s'. Now, g2s reduces to the irreducible termf2khs'. 
Thus g~t is also reducible, and t = f2khlt' for some t'. The term g2t reduces to the 
irreducible termf2kht'. Since f2khs' = r the two terms are irreducible, we obtain 
s' =,- t' and hence s =~ t, which is a contradiction. El 
(ii) If s =~ t, then #(h, s) = #(h, t), 
#(k, s) = #(k, O, 
#(fl, S)+#(f2, S) = #0Cl, t)+#O~2, t):
The equations hold, since reduction steps preserve those numbers of occurrences. Q 
(iii) E ~ U: 
Assume by contradiction that there exists a system Fand a unifier o" 0 E U~F), such that 
there is no minimal substitution v m in U~(1")wi~ c~ 0>_~ Vm[Var(F)]. Among alI such o-o's, 
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we choose one such that the sum 
S(ao) :=~,xeVar(D(#(h, aox)+g(k, ffox)+g(fl, crox)+g(f2, aoX)) 
is minimal. There exists an infinite descending chain o0 >~ or1 >~ a2 >e. .  [Var(F)] in 
U,g'/-'). Without loss of generality we can assume thatDOM(ai) = Var(F), that all terms in 
COD(ai) are irreducible, and that the term depth of cr/x is non-decreasing for all variables 
x ~ Var(F). Since cy o is minimal with respect o the sum S, this sum is constant in the 
chain: S(cri) = S(cyo) for all i _> 0. Let Y := {x ~ Vat(F): oix is unbounded]. Since the 
chain is properly decreasing, Y ~ ~. We assume that the term depth depth(crix) for all 
x e Y is properly increasing. 
The above assumptions imply that for every x e Y the term or/x stops with kh. 
1) For every s = t e F, either Var(s,O ~_Y or Var(s,t) n Y = r 
Assume by contradiction that there is an equation s = t e Fwith Var(s) = {Xo}, 
Vat(t) = {Xl}, x o e Y and x I r Y. Then there exists an n o, such that depth(nix1) is
constant for al l j  >_ no. By choosing a subchain we can further assume that all oix 1 
are E-equal fo r j  -> no. Let ~i be a substitution with Aia i =~. ai. I [Var(F)]. Then the 
structure of the rewrite rules shows that only the symbol can occur as a function 
symbol in the codomain of Xi. Since the equational theory E is regular, we have 
Var(crffl ) = Var(crjXo) = {zj}. The term ),jzj is of the form l k for some k > 0, since 
the depth for aiXo is properly increasing. If we choose r = aft1 fo r j  > n0then r has 
the property rl k =E r with k > 0, which is impossible. 
2) Let Z = Var(ao(Y)) and let p be a renaming of Z with new variables. We define 
~: as follows: ~ := croX for x ~ Var(F)\Y, and ~ := tx(PZx), where o-x = rxh(zx), 
fo rxe  Y. 
a) The substitution ~:is a unifier: 
Let s = t be any equation in F and let cr0 s =0~ (rot. The above consideration 
shows that either Var(s,t) ~ Y = (1) or Var(s,t) c Y. In the first case we have 
obviously ~ =E ~t and in the second case every reduction proof of aoS =~ (rot 
is a reduction proof for ~:s =E Zt, since the rightmost h is not touched by a 
rewrite rule. 
b) The substitution ~is more general than o'0: Let X be defined by 2z' := h(z), 
if z '= pz, and ~qx = x otherwise. We have cr o =~A'c[Var(F)]: 
I f x  ~ Y, then croX =EX~ =E~C. 
I fx  ~ Y, then X~ =EX(tx(PZx))=Etx(XPZx)= txh(zx)= ao x . 
c) Since r has a strictly smaller number of occurrences of h in its codomaln, 
minimality of cro with respect to the sum S implies that there exists a minimal 
substitution "rm in UE(F)with "c >_~ ~n~ [Var(F)}. Since 'ris more general than 
cr 0, we get a contradiction to our assumption. O 
(iv) There exists a set of equations F and an infinite, strictly descending chain of 
substitutions o" 1 >~ a2 >E.. .  [Var(F)] in U~F) without a lower bound in U,~/-'): 
Let F = {fl x =f2x}. Then the set {{x ~ glnkz]: n >-O} is a complete subset of Us(F): 
Let 0 be any solution, i.e., 0fix =E 0f2x. We can assume that t := Ox is irreducible. 
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Since eitherfF orf2t is reducible, we have the two cases t = kt' or t = glt'. In the first 
case 0 is an instance of the unifier {x ~-- kz}. In the second case, we get gpflt' =~ gff2t', 
and since g2 is decomposable by (i), we have also f l  t' =~f2t'. Using induction on the 
depth of t, there is a unifier {x ~-- glnkZ} that is more general than the unifier {x ~-- t'}, 
hence {x r gln+lkz} is more general than 0. 
Define o" n by O'nX := glnkhz. We have 0" 1 >E 0"2 >E"" [Var(F)l. Assume there is a lower 
bound 0- ~ UE(F) with 0"i >-~ 0- [Var(F)] for all i. Since {{x ~ gl nkz} : n 2 O} is a 
complete subset of U~(F), there exists a number m, such that {x 6-- glmkz} is more 
general than or. Hence we have glnkhz 2 E glmkz for all n. However, it can be easily 
verified, that the number of gl's left to the leftmost occurrence of a k cannot be increased 
by reduction. Hence we have reached acontradiction tothe assumption that there exists a 
lower bound 0", [] 
Appendix B 
We prove Theorem 2.3.5, which states that there are theories, where single equations 
always have minimal sets of unifiers, while for certain systems of equations no minimal 
sets of unifiers will exist. 
THEOREM: There is an equational theory fiE such that #U~(s = t) exists for all terms, 
but I.tU~(sl = tl, s2 = t2) does not exist for certain terms sl, tl, s2, t2. 
Proof." We give a monadic theory fie that has the property stated in the theorem. 
Let fie be defined by the canonical term rewriting system with of the following eleven 
rules: 
R := { fig1 --~ g2fi, i = 1,2,3,4 
:1k2 -'9f2 kl ,f3k2 ""~ f4 k2 
klh ~ k2h, 
glk2hl ~ k2h , 
f lk2 h ~ f2k2 h , 
g2f2k2hl ~ f2k2h , g2f4k2hl -~ f4k2 h 





} (R10, Rll) 
Similar as in Theorem 3.2.8 it can be shown that E is simple and f~-free (cf. B~irckert et 
al., 1986). We give only the proof that g2 is decomposable, since this is required in proof 
part (iii). 
(i) g2 is decomposable: 
Assume that g2 is not decomposable. Then there are terms s,t with s ~Et and g2 s =Eg2t. 
We can assume that s and t are in normal form. Since g2s and g2t are not syntactically 
equal, one of them must be reducible. We assume that g2s is reducible. Then s is of the 
forrn f2k2hls'. Reducing 2s gives the irreducible term f2k2hs'. This implies that g2t is 
also reducible and that t is of the formf2k2hlt'. Reducing 2t gives the irreducible term 
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f2k2ht'. Sincef2k2hs' -'~.f~k2ht' and the two terms are irreducible, we obtain s' =E t' and 
thus s =~ t, which is a contradiction. [] 
(ii) If s =~ t, then #(h, s) = #(h, t), 
#(kl, s)+#(k2, s) = t)+#(k2, t), 
#(f  l, s)+#(f2, S) = #(f l, t)+#(f2, t), 
#(Y3, s)+#(f4, s) = 0+#g4, t): 
The equations hold, since every rewrite rule preserves those numbers of occurrences. []
(iii) For all terms , t there exists a minimal set of T_,-unifiers: 
We prove this by directly searching for terms s,t without a minimal, complete set of 
E-unifiers by considering descending chains of unifers in U~(s = t). It is also possible, 
but more tedious, to compute for all pairs s,t their minimal, complete set of unifiers. 
Assume by contradiction that there exist terms So,t 0 in normal form such that a minimal 
set of unifiers for (s  o = t o )~ does not exist. Then there exists a unifier a ~ U~(s o = to), 
such that there exists no minimal Crrn in UE(s o = to) with a->• cr, n [Var(so,to)]. We can 
assume that o-is normalized. Among all such o's, we choose one such that the sum 
S( r =~,xeVar(so, t )(#(h, O'x)+#(k 1,o'x)+#(k 2,O'x)+#(f 1,o'x)+#Oe2, o'x)+#Oe3, O'x)+#(f 4,o'x)) 
is minimal. There exists an infinite descending chain cr >~ cr I >~z or2 >E... [Var(so,to)] in 
the set UE(So = to). Let VCOD(cy i) = {z} and let ;t i = {z r r.ul be the substitutions with 
cr i =~ &icri+l [Var(so, to)]. We have to consider the two cases Var(so) = Var(to) = {x} 
and Var(so) = {x}, Var(to) = {y}, where x and y are different variables. 
1) Case Var(so) = Var(to) = {x}: 
Let cr i = {x ~-- t~, where t i is in normal form and Var(ti) = {z}. Without loss of 
generality we can assume that the depth of t/is properly increasing. The properties 
of E stated in (ii) imply that the numbers 
#(h, ti), #(k 1, ti)+#(k 2, ti), #(fl, ti)+#(f2, ti), #(f3, ti)+#Oe4, ti) 
are constant in the chain. Considering the reduction rules we see that r i must be of 
the form l ra and that t i stops with k2h for all i. Since tir i is reducible, the term t i 
stops either with f2k2h,f4k2 h or glmk2 h. 
I f  t 1 stops withf2k2h or withf4k2h, then let t l 'be a term, such that t 1 = tl'f2k2h or 
t I = tl'f4k2h, respectively, o" 1' := {x ~ t1'} is a unifier of s o and to, since every 
reduction proof for the equation r 0 =~ r 0 works also for crl's 0 =E r 
Obviously, r 1 >_r cr 1' [Var(so, to)]. As the sum of occurrences of h's, k's, andf's in 
COD(or1' ) is smaller than the corresponding sum in o'l, we get a contradiction tothe 
rninimality of o-with respect o the sum ,5. 
We have shown that t l must stop with glmk2h. 
Let t 1 = t 1 'glmk2 h, where t 1" does not stop with gJ. Then t 1' does not stop with 
some j~, since t I is in normal form. In the other cases t 1" stops with a symbol in 
{g2, kl, k2, h, l}. Then we can delete the righmost h from t I and get an T-unifier, 
and a contradiction i  the same way as above. Hence t i is of the form glmk2 h. 
Since s o #~ t o and {x +-- tl} T-unifies them, Sot 1 or tot I is reducible, say Sot1 . We 
can assume that s o = so'fs with fs e {f l , f2, f3, f4}.  Reducing so'fsglmk2h gives 
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the irreducible term so'gfnfs'k2 h, where f s '~  {f2, f4}. Hence tot I is also reducible. 
This implies t o = to'f t, {fs, f , l  = {fl,f~} or {fs, fu 1 = {f3,f4}, and s o' =~.to'. But 
then there are unifiers in U~s o = to) that are more general than the substitution o-i: 
Either {x r g lmkl}  or {x 6- glmk2} are such unifiers. This contradicts the 
minimality of cr with respect o the sum S. 
2) Case Var(so) = {x}, Var(to) = {y}: 
The technique is essentially the same as in case 1. 
Let cr i = {x 6-- s i , y 4-- ti} , where s i and tt are in normal form and Var(si, ti) = {z}. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that the depths of si and tl are increasing, 
and that the depth of one of them is properly increasing. By (ii) the numbers 
#(h, tt), #(k 1, tt)+#(k2, tt), #(fl,f l)+#(f2, tt), #(f3, tt)+#(f4, ti), #(h, si), 
#(kl,  st)+#(k2, st), #( f  l, si)+#(f2, si), and #(f3, si)+#(f4, si) 
are constant in the chain. Considering the reduction rules we see that ri must be of 
the form l m and that both s i and t i stop with k2h. Since both sir t and t ir  i are 
reducible, they stop withf2k2h,f4k2h or glk2h. 
We exclude all possible cases: 
Since o'i is a unifier it is not possible that st stops with f2k2h and t i stops with 
f4k2h, or vice versa. 
I f  both si and t t stop withf2k2h (orf4k2h), then the same arguments as in the proof 
of case 1) yield a contradiction. 
Let both s i and t/stop with glk2h. Assume one of them is not of the form glnk2 h. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that st = si'glnk2 h, where s t' does not 
stop with gl. The only possible stop symbols are in {g2, k~, k2, h, l}. I f  t i is also 
of  the form ti'glmk2h , then we can delete the leftmost h from s i and t i, and get an 
Erunifier as in case 1), a contradiction to the minimality of o" with respect o the 
sum S. If t/is of the form glmk2 h, then tot i must be reducible, since otherwise we 
can delete the leftmost h in s i and t/. Hence to stops with somej~. But then o" i cannot 
be an E-unifier, since the last three symbols of the normalform of tot i arefjk2h, and 
the tail glnk2 h ofs i  is not changed by a reduction of SoS i to norrnal form. We have 
shown that both si and t/are of the form glnk2 h and glmk2 h. The same argument as 
in case 1) above shows that both s o and t o stop with anfj and that we can delete the 
rightmost h in s i and t t and obtain a more general unifier than 0-, which is a again 
contradiction to the minimality of o'with respect o the sum S. 
The last case is that s i stops withf2k).h and t/stops with glk2h. If t i is of the form 
ti'glmk2h, then SoS i =E toti implies that t/' must stop with a symbol3~, but then t~- is 
not in normal form. 
Hence t/has the form g~mk2h. Since tot i is reducible, to stops with some 3~. But 
then by the same argument as above we can delete the righmost h in s i and t i 
obtaining a more general unifier than 0", which is a contradiction to the minimality 
with respect o the sum S. 
The case that s i stops with f4k2 h and t t stops with glk2h is analogous to the 
previous case. O 
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(iv) There is no minimal set of unifiers for the system F:= {fl(x) =f2(x),f3(x ) =f4(x)}: 
We show that the set Us := {crn: n >- O} with ry n := {x ~ glntc2hz } is a complete set of 
unifiers for F, but has no minimal subset. 
1) Obviously a n is an E-unifier of F for  all n -:2" 0. 
2) For completeness let 0 be a normalized unifier of 12 Let t := Ox. As either f i t  or 
f2t and eitherf3t orf4t are reducible, we have to check two cases: t = gl t', and 
t = k2ht'. 
a) t = gl t'. Then g2flt '  =Eg2f2t'  and g2f3 t' =Eg2f4t' .  Since g2 is 
decomposable, the substitution # := {x r t'} is already an E-unifier of F. 
Induction on the depth of t shows that/~ is an instance of some o n. But then 0 
is an instance of ~Yn+l. 
b) t = k2hs'. Then 0 is an instance of o" 0. 
3) The set U E has no minimal, complete subset, since glnk2hlz =~ gln'lk2hz, and 
for all terms t: glnk2hz ~E gln-lk2 hr. The reason is that the reduction rules cannot 
increase gl "s left to all occurrences of kl and k 2. [ ]  
Remark: It is a pure technical task to construct theories ~ from the above theory such 
that minimal set of unifiers exist for all sets of n equations, but not for all sets of 
equations. 
Appendix C 
Finally, we want to show a method to construct a theory of matching type nuUary, if we 
have a monadic theory of unification type nullary. 
We caU any set of substitutions U of type nullary, iff there does not exist a 
subset of minimal substitutions. We call an equation system/-'nullary, i f f  its solution set 
is nullary. Furthermore a substitution o'is nullary in a set U, i ff there is no minimal "rrn in 
U that is more general than or. 
Let Ebe a monadic theory over the signature F:= F1 u Cconsisting of a set FI 
of unary function symbols, which occur in a monadic presentation E, and an infinite set C 
of free constant symbols. We call the terms over F (and q/} pure F-terms, in order to 
distinguish them from terms over the following extended signature: F* := F~{f ,  h, a}, 
wheref i s  a binary function symbol, h is a unary function symbol, and a is a constant, 
which all do not occur in ~ Let 
E* := E ~ {f(x, x) = a,f(x, a) = a, f(a, x) = a} t.) {h(a) -_ a} u {g(a) = a: g ~ IT} . 
We denote E(E*, P*) by 'E* and the theory E(E, P*) by fiE+. 
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We give some properties of E'* that are useful in proving the lemma below. 
(1) s =~ a iff s contains the constant a or a subtermf(t  1, t~) with t~ =z* t~: 
This can be proved by induction on the length of a deduction, deducing s 
from a. 
(2) If s =•. t and s r a then s =~+ t, #(f, s) = #(f, t) and #(h, s) = #(h, O; 
furthermore either both s and t are pure F-terms or none is a pure F-term: 
Since s r a, due to (1) only axioms from E can be used to prove s =~z* t. 
Hence s =a:+ t.The other properties are then corollaries. El 
(3) Let s = f l ( f2( . . fn(s ' ) . . . ) ,  t = gl(g2(. . .gm(t') . . . ) ,  where fv ,  glz ~ F (for v, p 
with 1 _-: v -~n, 1 -~# Nm) such that s ,  t' have not top symbols f, h, or a. 
Lets =~t  ands ~ a. 
Then s' =a;* t' and f l(f2(...fn(x).. .) =E gl(g2(...grn(X)...): 
Follows from (2) and results on abstractions in (Tiden, 1986; Schmidt- 
SchauB, 1988). [] 
(4) Let t be a term containing the variable x and the function fo r  h, and let s be a 
pure F-term with Var(s) = {x}. Then #U~.(s  = t) = {x ~ a}: 
Every solution o-satisfies ox =~ a, since otherwise the number off 's  or h's 
in as and o7 are different, which contradicts (2). Furthermore [x 6-- a} is a 
solution, hence most general. Q 
(5) Let o'E U~,(Sl  = tl ..... s n = t n) such that crs i ~ ,  a and 07i ~*  a for all i 
with I Ni -<'n, and let s i, t i be pure F-terms. Then there exists a substitution 
cr' ~ Uv.(s 1 = t 1 ..... s n = t n) such that cr2~, cr' [Var(si ,  ti) I and COD(a)  
contains only pure F-terms: 
From (1) we get cre UE§ 1 = t I ..... s n = tn). Then by Lemma 3.2.1 in 
(Tiden, 1986) (cf. also Schmidt-SchauB, 1988) we see that there exists a 
substitution ~ ~: U~(s 1 = t 1 ..... s n = t n) with the stated properties. [] 
(6) Let or, ~: be substitutions, and let W be a finite set of variables, such that for all 
x ~ W: o'x #~, a and ~ #~, a. Then cr_>~.+ "c[W] iff a2~,  ~[W]: 
"~":  is obvious. 
"~":  Let ~ be a substitution with o" =~ ~,~[W]. Since ox ~ a for all 
x ~ W, (1) implies that cr =~+ ~,~ [W], hence cr >-E+ "~ [W]. [] 
(7) Let ff, lrbe substitutions, whose codomains contain only pure F-terms. Let W 
be a finite set of variables. Then cr2~+ "c[W] iff cr2 E "~[W]: 
Follows from (Tiden, 1986; Schmidt-SchauB, 1988). [] 
Now we can show that the theory Z(E*, 5 t~*) is of unification type nullary iff the theory 
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E(E* ,  F*)  is of matching type nullary. We prove this in the following equivalent 
formulation. 
LEMMA. E* ~ 9vf 0 if f  there exist pure F-terms such that l . tU~s 1 = tl ..... s n = tn) 
does not exist. 
Proof:  "~": Let s i, t i (1 _~i -<n) be any pure F-terms, such that pUE(s I = t 1 ..... s n = tn) 
does not exist. Then let s o := f(h(Sl) ,  f(h(s2) .... )) and t o := f (h(t l ) ,  f(h(t2) .... )) and 
consider the E*-matching problem (a  ~ f (s  O, to))~,. We have U~(s 1 = t 1 ..... s n = tn) 
c_ME,(a ~ f(s O, to)). On the other hand, if an E*-matcher p satisfies px ~,  a for all 
variables x ~ Var(so,to), then by (1) ltf(s O, to) must contain a subterm of the forrnf(r ,  r') 
with r =E* r'. By (2) the only possibility is that ps  o =E* Pro. Since Pso ~,  a, we 
conclude that due to (1) # solves( s 1 = t 1 ..... s n = tn)~§ 
Now, assume by contradiction that there exists a minimal and complete set of matchers 
pM~(a  ~ f (s  O, tO)) exists. Let r ~ U~s 1 = t 1 ..... s n = tn) such that there are no minimal 
substitutions ~m in UE(s 1 = t 1 ..... Sn = tn) with or>_ E ~m [Var(so,to)]. However, since cris 
also in ME,(a  ~ f (s  O, to) ), there is a substitution /.t ~ #M•, (a  ~ f(so, to)), such that 
cr >-4* # [Var(so, to)]. The substitution r has no component of the form {x e-- a}, hence 
# has no component of the form {x r a}, but then # e UE, (s  1 = t 1 ..... s n = tn). 
Property (1) implies that It ~ UE+(s I = t 1 ..... s n = tn). By  (5) there exists a substitution 
#' ~ U~.(sl = tl ..... s n = t n) with # >_~+ p '  [Var(so,to) 1. Since # e #ME, (a  ~ f (s  O, tO)), 
we have p -E* P '  [Var(so, to)], hence we can assume that COD(p)  contains only pure 
F-terms. By our choice of cr above, p cannot be a minimal in U~(s 1 = t 1 ..... s n = tn). 
Hence there exists a p"  ~ Uz(s  I = t 1 .... ,s n = tn), such that/.z >~ p"  [Var(so,to) ]. But 
then #"e  M~,(a  ~ f(so, tO)) and # >~, #" [Var(so,to) ] due to (6) and (7), which is a 
contradiction. 
"~":  Let E* ~ M O. 
Obviously every matching problem ( s i ~ t i, 1 _~ i <_ n )~, is equivalent to a unification 
problem ( s~' = ti', 1 ~ i -~ n )E*, where s i' and t~' are obtained by replacing every 
variable in si with a new free constant, since there are infinitely many free constants 
available. Note that the s i' are ground terms. We show that there exists a set of equations 
I"of pure F-terms such that pU~,(F)  and hence by (5) and (6) #UE(1TM) does not exist. 
Since T* ~ 9Ct 0 there exists a set of equations/"such t at #U~(F)  does not exist by the 
constant replacement argument above. Now let F be such a set of equations which is 
minimal with respect to/Vat(F)/, #(fi, F), and/F/, in lexicographical ordering. We show 
that/~ consists only of equations of pure F-terms by showing that each other equation 
system of type nullary can be reduced to a smaller equation system of type nullary with 
respect o the measure above and this reduction terminates with an equation system of 
pure F-terms, Then (6) and (7) show that Fis also of type nullary with respect to E. 
(i) /"contains no equation of the form x = t with x ~ Var(t): 
Otherwise, let W := Var(1 ~) and let/"" := {x ~-- t}(1-'\ {x =- t} ). Obvious ly  F 'has  fewer 
variables than F. The mapping ~o: U~,(F)  --~ U~, (F ' )  with r := CrlW~{x) has the 
property: 
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cr_>~, z [w] iff ~o(cr) >-z* q)('O f~fx ) J .  
The only- i f  part is trivial. Hence for the if-part let rp(a) =~, X~o(v) [W~[x)] for some 
substitution ,,q,. We have Lzx =E* X~t and o'x =~ o7, since v solves the equation system 
F, and Z'rt =E* ,~cp&)t --~, (p(cr)t =E* o-t, since Var(O r This shows cr>_E, v[W]. 
Hence F" is a nullary system smaller than/2 [] 
(ii) Fcontains no equations of the form s = t with s =~ t. 
Otherwise, remove s = t form F. D 
(iii) For all ere Uz,(F) that are nullary there exists ave  U~(F)  with cr_>~ z[Var(F)] and 
with ~c #~ a for all x e Var(F): 
Otherwise, let cre U~(F)  be a nullary substitution and let x ~ Var(F), such that zx =z* a 
for all "r e UE,(F ) with cr 2E, "t [Var(F)].  Let F" := F u {x = a}. Then U~,(F ' )  is 
nullary, since 
{~ ~ U~,(F) ): a >_~ r [Var(r)I} = {'~ ~ UE,(F'): ff >-~, v [Var(Y)]}. 
Now, by (i) and (ii) F" can be reduced to a nullary equation system s aller than/-i. El 
(iv) Fcontains no equation s = t, such that s is a pure 5r-term, and t is not a pure 5r-term, 
and Var(s) ~ Var(O # •. 
Otherwise, by (4) 8 := {x ~-- a} is the most general unifier s = t, hence F" := 8Fc2{x = a} 
is an equation system with Uc,(F') = Uqz,(F). However, F" can be reduced with (i) and 
(ii) to a nullary system smalAer than F. UI 
(v) Fcontains no equation of the form s = a: 
Let s = a be an equation in F and let cre UE,(F) be of type nullary. Due to (iii) there 
exists a substitution 'r e U~,(F) with cr >_~, z [Var(F)] and zx ~,  a for all x ~ Var(F). 
(1) implies that there is a subterm f(r  1, r2) ors such that 8r I =~ 8r 2 for all 8 ~ U~,(F) 
with v_>~ 8 [Var(F)]. Now let F ' := (F\  {s = a}) ~ {r 1 = rfl. We have 
{Be U~(F):  "c >_E, 8 [Var(F)]} = {8 ~ UE,(F'): 9 >-~, 8 [Var(F)]}. 
F" either has a smaller number of variables or a smaller number o f f ' s ,  hence F" is a 
smaller equation system of type nullary with respect to the measure above. Ul 
(vi) For all cr~ UE,(1-" ) that are nullary there exists a'r e UE,(F ) with a>_E,v [Vat(F)] 
and with w #,z* a for all s = t e /2  
Otherwise, let a ~ U~(F)  be nullary and let s = t ~ Fsuch that zs =~ a for all unifiers 
~ U~(F)  with cr 2~, v [Var(F)]. Off) implies that s has an occurrence of the function 
symbol f .  Let F ' :=  (F \  {s = t}) ~ {s = a, t= a}. Then we have 
{'~ ~ UE,(F) ): a >_~, z [Var(F)]} = {v ~ U~(F' ) :  a >_~ ~ [Var(F)]}, 
and F 'can  be reduced to a smaller set than Fwith (v). [] 
(vii) Let s = t be an equation in/2. Then s or t is a pure 5r-term: 
Otherwise, if  both s and t start with f, i.e. s =f(s 1, s2) and t =f( t  1, t2), then we can use 
decomposit ion: F" := (F \  {s = t}) ~ {s I = t 1, s 2 = t 2 ]. Let r  U~z,(F) be of type 
nullary. It follows from (vi) that there exists a z ~ U~,(F) with a>_~, ~[Var(F)] and 
vs' :g~, a for all s' = t' ~ F. Then we have: 
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{'r ~ Uq;.(F) ): a_>E, v [Var(F)]} = {'c ~ UE,(F): a >-~. v [Var(_Y')]}, 
and F is smaller than Fand is of type nullary. 
The same can be done in the case where both s and t start with h. 
The last case is that at least on of the two terms s, t start with symbols from ~ i.e., 
s = fl(f2(.. .fn(s'). . .)  and t = gl(g2(...gm(t').. .),  where fv, g~ e 5 r (for 1 _< v _< n, 
1 -< # -< m, n or m possibly 0), such that s', t' do not have top symbols f,  h, or a. 
However, neither s nor t are pure F-terms. If the subterms 'and t' of s and t start with f, 
then by (v) and (vi) we can construct the set F" := (F\ {s = t} ~ {s 1 = t I, s 2 = t 2 } where 
s' = f(sl, s2) and t'= f ( t  1, t2). Then U~.(F) = UE, (F )  and/" i s  smaller than F ( the  
number o f f ' s  is smaller). 
The ease where the subterms ' and t' of s and t start with h is proved analogously. CI 
(viii) All terms in Fare pure S-terms: 
Let s = t be any equation in/2. The remaining case is that s is a pure F-term, t is not a pure 
F-term and the variable x in Var(s) is not contained in t, i.e. s =fl(f2(...fn(x))) and 
t= gl(g2(...gm(tl))), where fv, g# ~ 5r (1 _< v_~ n, 1 _~ # -< m), and t 1 has top symbol f,  
h, or a. Let o" E UE,(F) be of  type nullary such that cr has no component {x ~-- a} and 
as'  CE* a for all s '=  t '~  F. Then ax = hl(h2(...hk(Sl))) with h~ce F (1  _< rr and 
where s t has top symbol f, h, or a. Let v ~ U~,(F) with ff >_~, v [W]. We have that 
fl(f2(..fn(vx))) =~ gl(g2(...gm(Zrl))) and zx is of the form hl(hff...hk(r))) with r =4* vt/ 
by (3). Hence vx =E* hl(he(...hk(vtl))). Now let F" := F ~ {x = hl(h2(...hk(tl))) }. 
Then we have 
{'re Ug,(F): a_>g, "r [Var(r)] } = {v ~ Uz,(F)." a_>m, r [Var(F)] } . 
F" can be reduced using (i) to a nullary equation system smaller than/". 9 
